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from the editor 
T his winter here saw so much pessimistic news-the failing 
fishery, rising unemployment, 
uncertainty of the Hibernia pro-
ject-that optimism appeared to be 
an endangered species; in fact, we 
might describe the time as the win-
ter of our discontent. It seemed 
there was no good news. 
Not so. One morning while visit-
ing the alumni office, I noticed num-
bers of donations in the mail. Even 
amidst the bad news, alumni are 
sending money to ensure the future 
of our university and its students. 
The office itself bustled with ener-
getic undergraduates taking part in 
fund-raising and having fun doing 
it. No pessimism here, I thought; at 
the alumni office, optimism prevails. 
Here, everyone is convinced that 
Memorial is important to the future 
of the province. As I went out into 
the cold, I felt warmed by the atmo-
sphere inside. 
Trudging through the snow, I 
considered two incontrovertible 
facts: one, the increasing need for 
high quality post-secondary educa-
tion and, two, the decreasing avail-
ability of funds to provide for that 
education. Yet, as I looked across 
the burgeoning campus, I thought 
how we've grown since the Parade 
Street days. 
We, indeed, have a lot going for 
us, more than we realize. And we 
can help today's youth to have bet-
ter access to Memorial. We now 
have more than 25,000 names on 
our list. We can. make a difference 
by providing for scholarships that 
offer sufficient incentive to deserving 
students because it will be these 
very students who will enhance 
Memorial's reputation and con-
tribute to its future financial stabili-
ty. 
Now it's spring, a time for opti-
mism. We thank those of you who 
have contributed to our scholarship 
fund and ask all alumni to plan a 
regular schedule of giving. After all, 
without Memorial, what would you 
be doing today?+ 
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From the alumni president 
Elizabeth Reynolds 
I t gives me great pleasure to report some of the more recent activities 
of your alumni executive. 
First, scholarships. You, the 
alumni, have contributed significant-
ly to student awards in the last year. 
In November, we completed the last 
instalment of the $450,000 endow-
ment of the cash portion of the Harris 
Alumni Scholarships. In addition, we 
endowed the $84,000 Dr. F.A. Aldrich 
Fellowship and, a short time ago, 
passed over a cheque for $300,000 
for the scholarship fund. Other 
endeavors you supported include the 
CSU Daycare Centre, the Distin-
guished Teachers Award, and student 
initiatives. This is truly remarkable, 
and you are to be commended for 
your continuing support. Please, let's 
keep up the good work! 
In February, your executive met 
with President May, who asked that 
we continue to support scholarships, 
fellowships and bursaries. Our 
awards endowment is still very small 
but can increase with the support 
and encouragement of our alumni 
and friends. 
The university librarian has 
agreed to broaden the borrowing priv-
Pre,erred Ser11iee Plan 
Made available to Members of MUN Alumni Association. 
The PREFERRED SERVICE PLAN 
offers you many Special Service 
Advantages, Extra Coverages, and 
Premium Discounts, compared to 
ordinary Home and Auto Insurance. 
The originators and operators of this 
Plan. Johnson/Unifund, have 
introduced many "firsts11 in personal 
insurance in Canada. Over 1 00 
years old, Johnson Insurance has 
a solid reputation in Personal 
Insurance for leadership, quality, 
and integrity. Their experience has 
enabled them to design and develop 
this NEW, unique Preferred Service 
Plan, to meet the needs and requests 
of Preferred Policyholders of the 
MUN Alumni Association. 
17 SERVICE ADVANTAGES Including: 
• Interest-free mounthly payments (by 
automatic bank deduction) instead of 
costly annual premiums. 
• Priority attention from your own Benefit 
Specialist (near you). 
• Competent, courteous, pre-authorized 
Claims Adjusters and Appraisers. 
• Immediate Policy Information: Options, 
Rates, and printed Documents. 
12 Premium Discounts Available. 
20 Additional Home-Auto Benefits. 
Life and Accident Insurance Benefits also 
available to MUN Alumni at low group rates. 
Toll Free ...... 1-800-563-1528 
St. John's .......... 737-1681 
ileges for alumni at the university 
libraries in St. John's and Corner 
Brook. Details are outlined in a sepa-
rate item in this issue. These 
increased services are based on your 
level of giving to the Annual Fund. 
While this is not exactly what we 
wanted, we felt it was the best we 
could achieve at this time of large 
student numbers, increased demand 
on our facilities and limited financial 
capabilities. It is, however, a begin-
ning. 
In conclusion, thank-you all for 
the support you've given Memorial. 
We take a great deal of pride in 
Memorial and many of us want to 
give something back to the institution 
that has played such a positive and 
constructive role in our lives. 
On behalf of Glen, Cal, Peggy, 
Paul and Ray, thanks and best wish-
es for the summer.+ 
For more specifics on how YOU can 
benefit from the NEW, Preferred 
Service Plan, simply call or visit the 
Johnson Insurance Office nearest 
you. Be sureto mention that you are 
a MUN Alumni Member. 
NEWFOUNDLAND LOCATIONS: 
St. John's ................. 737-1544 
Bay Roberts ............. 785-7104 
Carbo near . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596-5030 
Corner Brook ........... 634-5117 
Gander ..................... 256-2341 
Grand Falls .............. 489-3826 
Labrador City ........... 944-7116 
Long Pond ............... 834-2061 
Port-aux-Basques .... 695-3663 
Springdale ............... 673-3922 
Stephenville ............. 643-2125 
TOLL-FREE PHONE NUMBERS 
Eastern Nfld ... 1-800-563-1650 
Central Nfld .... 1-800-563-1100 
Western Nfld .. 1-800-563-9333 
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From the director 
Kevin Smith 
P rompted recently by a profes-sional magazine, Fund Raising 
Management, I received a new book, 
Give to Live, by Douglas M. Dawson 
(ALT. Publishing). What a splendid 
book with a ~arvelous message! Its 
central theme is that giving can help 
you physically, mentally and spiritu-
ally. "The more you give of yourself, 
the happier, healthier and more con-
tented you will become," suggests Dr. 
Lawson. 
He starts by discussing problems 
facing people today: tension, aggres-
sion and the struggle to survive, as 
well as divorce, disease and debt. The 
recession, unemployment and declin-
ing income all seem to contribute to 
our loss of control, causing mounting 
tension. People. are seeking freedom 
from these maladies but more impor-
tant, they want a "sense of control 
over our increasingly bewildering 
world." 
Give to Live is an exciting tale 
about what happens when we give of 
our time, talents and resources. Dr. 
Lawson quotes recent studies which 
suggest giving is "not just a minor 
influence on good health but the key 
to bodily and mental well-being." He 
mentions one study in particular, 
conducted on 2, 700 individuals over 
a 10-year period, which found that 
those who volunteered regularly had 
death rates 2.5 times lower than 
those who didn't. He quotes from a 
study cited by Dr. Norman Vincent 
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Peale on insurance policy holders 
who lived to the age of 100 years or 
more. One question asked was, 
"What was the most important thing 
you have learned?" to which the 
response was, "To love thy neighbor 
as thyself." Dr. Peale concluded, 
" ... they live longer because they have 
freed themselves from deadly influ-
ences such as anger, hatred, suspi-
cion, guilt and anxiety." Lawson 
suggests these emotions lead to other 
traits which are identified as major 
components of heart disease, high 
blood pressure, stroke and probably 
cancer. 
The Chinese proverb at the 
beginning of the book says it all: 
If you want happiness 
for an hour-take a nap 
If you want happiness 
for a day-go fishing 
If you want happiness 
for a month-get married 
If you want happiness 
for a year-inherit a fortune 
If you want happiness 
for a lifetime-help someone 
else. 
This is a thought-provoking book, 
one that is encouraging to those of us 
in fund-raising and inspirational to 
those who give of themselves to their 
favorite charity. 
In conclusion, I want to say a 
personal thank-you to the donors 
who gave to the 1991-92 Annual 
Fund. We need your continuing sup-
port and we appreciate every gift, no 
matter how large or small. 
Have a great summer. See you at 
Alumni Weekend '92.+ 
Where There's a 
Will-
There's a Way 
A way to leave your mark 
on Memorial and 
save taxes as well. 
• to provide scholarship aid to 
gifted students ... 
. 
• to endow chairs for inspiring 
teachers ... 
• to furnish Memorial labs with 
scientific equipment ... 
• or even put up a new build-
ing . .. 
Have you reviewed your will 
lately? For advice on how to 
include Memorial in your estate 
plans, please contact 
Kevin Smith, director, 
Alumni Affairs and Development, 
Memorial University 
St. John's, NF, 
(709) 737-4354. 
Cover Story 
In Memoriam Joseph Roberts Smallwood 1900-1991 
Provincial premiers attended a federal/provincial conference on the Canadian Constitution at 
Ottawa in February 1968. Pictured here at a dinner hosted by Gov. Gen. Roland Michener at 
Rideau Hall are, left to right, front row: Louis Robichaud (N.B.), Daniel Johnson (P.Q.), Lester 
Pearson, Roland Michener, John Robarts (Ont.), George Smith (N.S.); back row: W.A.C. Bennett 
(B.C.), Ross Thatcher (Sask.), Joseph Smallwood (Nfld.), Walter Weir (Man.), Alex Campbell 
(P.E.1.), Ernest Manning (Alta.). (Photo, Centre for Newfoundland Studies Archives, Memorial Uni-
versity of Newfoundland, Smallwood-Coll-075) 
Signing the Terms of Union, December 11, 
1948 (Photo, CNS Archives) 
T he university community was saddened to learn of the death, 
on December 17, 1991, of Newfound-
land's first provincial premier, Joseph 
R. Smallwood, PC, CC, DCL, LLD, 
D. Litt., a few days short of his 91 st 
birthday and 30 years after he 
presided over the opening of the new 
Memorial University campus in 1961. 
Mr. Smallwood's accomplish-
ments were many, his inimitable 
involvement and interest in the pub-
lic affairs of the province lasted 
throughout his life, spanning the 
most spectacular period in New-
foundland's history. In the 1920s, he 
saw the development of Sir William 
Coaker's fishermen's movement; in 
the 1930s, he was a reporter and 
writer, producing volumes of the 
Book of Newfoundland; in the 1940s, 
besides being a broadcaster, he 
fought hard and long to bring New-
foundland into Confederation. For the 
next 23 years he was the most color-
ful premier in Canada, always trying 
to gain recognition for his native 
province. And even after his political 
career had ended, he embarked on 
one of his most ambitions projects, 
the compiling of the Encyclopedia of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, the 
third volume of which was published 
shortly before his death. When asked 
what he considered to be his greatest 
accomplishments, he counted three: 
"Confect- eration, Churchill Falls, 
Memorial- the three greatest events 
in Newfoundland history." 
Those who have been associated 
with Memorial might put the last 
first. Mr. Smallwood, in fact, in his 
book, The New Newfoundland, in 
1931, wrote, "There will be a large 
university at St. John's." While, in 
the 1950s, his main concern with 
education necessarily was centred on 
trying to cope with an exploding 
grade school population, by 1961, 
amid great Smallwood fanfare, the 
new campus had been opened by 
Eleanor Roosevelt whom Mr. Small-
wood had managed to persuade to 
come. Other dignitaries attending 
included Prime Minister John Diefen-
baker, the Duke of Devonshire and 
Lord Thomson of Fleet, who was 
installed as Chancellor and who later 
made a large donation to the univer-
sity. Memorial also bestowed an hon-
orary degree (D. Litt. '61) on Mr. 
Smallwood. 
It was not, however, until a 
Thinkers' Conference in 1965, that 
his true determination to build 
Memorial surfaced. He had enticed 
well-known economist John Kenneth 
With Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent in the 
early 1950s (Photo, CNS Archives) 
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Galbraith to preside (with the added 
promise of a day's tuna fishing). At 
the conference, Mr. Galbraith said, "It 
is often said that underdeveloped 
countries require massive infusions 
of capital. They do not. They require 
massive infusions of education." Mr. 
Smallwood often recalled, "When Gal-
braith had finished speaking, I could 
have repeated almost every word he 
said. I knew he was right the moment 
he said it." 
By his own admission, Mr. Small-
wood had been a trifle late to recog-
nize the true value of higher 
education. He, himself, had done well 
with very little formal education and 
his government did not encourage 
him in that direction. A short month 
after Galbraith's statement, on Octo-
ber 6, 1965, he announced that 
tuition fees would be discontinued for 
all 3,500 students at Memorial. Fur-
thermore, the government would 
introduce salaries for students: $50 a 
month for St. John's students, and 
On the campaign trail in 1948 (Photo, CNS 
Archives) 
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With Prime Minister Lester Pearson when Memorial awarded him an LLD on September 21, 1964 
(Photo, CNS Archives) 
Welcome to the Faculty Staff 
Club. 
Memorial Alumni can become 
Associate Members of Memorial' s 
Faculty-Staff Club for an Annual fee of 
$25. 00. Take advantage of the 15% 
members discount on lunches and spe-
cial events. Luncheons served weekdays 
from 12 to 2 p.m. Keep an eye out for 
special events, such as Newfoundland 
Night. Call our manager, Joan Sullivan, 
at 73 7-8328 for details. 
Junior Common Room, R. Gushue 
Hall, Memorial University, St. John's 
campus. 
University of Newfoundland 
JRS enjoyed meeting celebrities, shown here 
with comedians Johnny Wayne (I) and Frank 
Shuster in 1964 (Photo, CNS Archives) 
$100 for those outside. In effect, he 
had turned Memorial, until then a 
small, relatively unknown university, 
into one unique in Canada, with free 
tuition, where students would be paid 
to study. He had brought university 
education within the reach of every-
one. (The arrangement lasted two 
years.) Mr. Smallwood, had earlier, 
amidst opposition, said that Memori-
al should expand " . .. to 5, 000 or 
10, 000 or beyond that." Memorial' s 
present enrolment of more than 
17,000 proves his prediction. 
The funeral was held at the Basil-
ica of St. John the Baptist, St. 
John's, the only state funeral to have 
been held in Newfoundland since 
Confederation. Dignitaries from 
across Canada attended, including 
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, 
Opposition Leader Jean Chretien, 
Jack Pickersgill and former premiers 
Frank Moores, Brian Peckford and 
Tom Rideout. Mr. Mulroney, in his 
tribute, said, "His courage changed 
Newfoundland and Canada, and he 
knew it." 
Also at the funeral was 1990 
Alumnus of the Year, Premier Clyde 
Wells, who said, " ... the most remark-
able person that this province in all 
of its time as a province, as a domin-
ion and as a colony ever produced. It 
is undeniable that Joseph Roberts 
Smallwood contributed more to the 
well -being of the people of this land 
than any person in its history or any 
person will contribute in the many 
decades to come."+ 
Bidding farewell to the Queen at Torbay airport, June 19, 1959, left to right: J.R. Smallwood, Mrs. 
Campbell Macpherson, Prince Philip, Queen Elizabeth 11, Lieutenant-Governor Campbell 
Macpherson (Photo, CNS Archives) 
HCS 
HARVEY'S 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 
• Personal Computers 
for School, Home or Office 
• Business Computer Systems 
• Training Services 
• Custom & Prepackaged Software 
• Computer Rentals 
• Payroll Systems & Services 
Authorized Sales 
and Service Center for: 
a:tfl AS:• I 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
754-0165 
SS Duckworth Street 
St. John's, NF., 
AlC 5W2 
(Located acros,, the street from Hotel Newfoundland) 
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Letters 
H ope all is well in St. John's and at the university. I do see an 
occasional visitor here in Hong Kong 
from St. John's and manage to keep 
up with what's happening at Memori-
al and in St. John's. As far as I know, 
there is only one other graduate from 
MUN who is working in Hong Kong 
but during a recent reception (hosted 
by Brian Collins who is working here 
representing the Province of New-
foundland), I met eight to 10 people, 
few of them Newfoundlanders, and 
others who had been working at 
Memorial-they are all working in 
Hong Kong now. 
All is well here and I have been in 
private practice for the past 13 years. 
My wife, Catherine, is teaching and 
our children (both born in Newfound-
land), Jan et, 1 7, is in Grade XII in 
Vancouver and Anthony, 15, is in 
Form IV here. 
Catherine and I were back in St. 
John's in the summer of 1984 for Mu 
Upsilon Nu's fraternity reunion. I 
understand our new president, Dr. 
Art May, is a former fraternity broth-
er. 
Bernard K. F. So, 
B.Sc. '67, B.Med.Sc. '72, MD'7 4. 
'A fhen I was asked by the direc-
V V tor of Alumni Affairs and 
Development to write to tell about 
myself, I cannot but admire that each 
year those responsible for the pro-
duction of Luminus have come out 
with something new in its presenta -
tion, without being radical, yet dis-
tinctive from previous issues. I wish 
the current editor success in making 
the coming issue an attractive publi-
cation that will be welcomed by all. 
Ming-Fan Or in his office at Hong Kong airport 
About myself-I have worked 
with the Hong Kong airport for more 
than 20 years. I have now assumed 
full responsibility for managing the 
whole ramp equipment operation, 
comprising 90 units of light and 
heavy aircraft ground-supporting 
equipment. I am also responsible for 
the administration of 106 staff in my 
department and for the discipline of 
the work force. The department pro-
vides 24-hour, round-the-clock ser-
vices and I administer the various 
shifts through my shift supervisor. 
To round off, I express my sin-
cere thanks to the director for getting 
out the last edition and I congratulate 
those concerned on a piece of work 
well done. It is a "labor of love" and I 
trust all our readers will appreciate 
their effort. 
Ming-Fan Or 
M y four years in the B.Phys.Ed. program at Memorial were 
wonderful years. I found myself well 
prepared when I began my teaching 
career and more than able to compete 
when I attended graduate school. 
Sometimes the effort of my under-
graduate teachers considerably sur-
passed my own-it is more than time 
to say thanks! 
Wendy Andrews Bedingfield, 
B.Phys.Ed. '67 + 
Smart number. 
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N~w there's a phone number that can help you 
save energy and money on your electric bill. It's the Power Smart nu1nber. 
The Power Stnart nutnher is a free custotner infonnation line that's staffed 
by friendly and knowledgeable Newfoundland Power people. 
You can call any ti1nc for helpful infonnation and free brochures on energy 
efficient products and activities. 
So be Power Smart. Give us a call. 
Appointments 
D r. Kevin Keough has been appointed to the newly created 
position of vice-president (research), 
effective May 1, 1992. 
Born in St. John's and a gradu-
ate of St. Bonaventure's College, he 
had been head of Memorial's Depart-
ment of Biochemistry. He holds hon-
ors B.Sc. '65, M.Sc. '71 and PhD'7 l 
degrees from the University of Toron-
to. Following his graduate studies, he 
spent a year in Sheffield, England, as 
a Muscular Dystrophy Association of 
Canada postdoctoral fellow. 
As vice-president (research), Dr. 
Keough's responsibilities include all 
activities in support of the universi-
ty's research and technology transfer 
mandates. He is also responsible for 
the Office of Research and the Inter-
national Programs Office, and co-
ordinates the activities of research 
entities within the university such as 
the Centre for Cold Oceans Engineer-
ing (C-CORE), the Canadian Centre 
for International Fisheries Training 
and Development, the Labrador Insti-
tute of Northern Studies, the Centre 
for Fisheries Innovation, and animal 
care. In addition, he is responsible for 
developing and maintaining relation-
ships with public and private 
research funding councils and agen-
cies, and liaisons with business and 
industry and with appropriate gov-
ernment departments. 
Dr. Keough describes the challenges 
of his new position. "First, we have to 
increase the overall activity in 
research and scholarship at the uni-
versity and facilitate the process for 
our researchers. Second, we have to 
increase the interaction between 
Memorial and the private sector to 
ensure that the expertise of the uni-
versity moves out into the community 
and that industry and government 
continue their support of research 
development at the university." 
A member of the biochemistry 
faculty since 1972, Dr. Keough also 
has been associated with the pedi-
atrics discipline in the Faculty of 
Medicine since 1981. He is widely 
credited with the development of food 
sciences into a fully viable program at 
Memorial. He has been a visiting pro-
fessor at Harvard University (1981), 
associate editor of the journal, Bio-
chemistry and Cell Biology, in senior 
executive positions of the Canadian 
Dr. Kevin Keough 
Biochemical Society, president of the 
Canadian Federation of Biological 
Societies and as a member of the 
medical advisory committee of the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation of 
Canada. 
The recipient of more than 
$200,QOO annually in research fund-
ing, Dr. Keough has written and co-
written many papers and abstracts 
and has presented aspects of his 
research to local, national and inter-
national audiences during the last 20 
years. 
Very active in the local community, 
Dr. Keough has served in administra-
tive capacities with the Newfoundland 
Symphony Orchestra, as a member of 
the Newfoundland Selection Commit-
tee for the Rhodes Scholarship and 
as a member of the board of directors 
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation 
of the province.+ 
D.W. KNIGHT ASSOCIATES LID. 
Economic Development and Planning Consultants 
• • • • • 
6 Wood St., St. Jobn'1, NP, Tdepbmo (7(JIJ)726-9465, Pax (709)726-9219 
P.atablielwl in 1984. 
Dennis Knight, President . 
We provide planning and research services to entrepreneurs, 
communities and development organiutiona, including:-
• Business Feasibility Studies, 
• Strategic Economic Development Plana, and 
• Social/Economic Impact Aueumenta. 
If you need auiatance in defining a new bUlineu or development 
opportunity or in paclcaging it for preaentation to funding 
agencies or investors, please contact ua. 
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Campus News 
Dr. Ranjit Chandra stresses 
nutrition 
D r. Ranjit K. Chandra, professor with the Faculty of Medicine, 
has been reappointed president, 
Nutrition Research Education. 
Dr. Chandra is the University 
Research Professor at Memorial and 
Director of the World Health Organi-
zation Centre for Nutritional 
Immunology. During 1979-81, he was 
professor at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and lecturer at Har-
vard. He has received three honorary 
doctorates and many other awards in 
Canada, the United States, the Unit-
ed Kingdom, China, USSR, Chile and 
India. He is also an Officer of the 
Order of Canada. 
Dr. Ranjit K. Chandra 
The foundation is a charitable 
organization who~e objectives include 
promoting scientific research in the 
field of nutritional sciences and the 
impact of diet on health and disease. 
It also organizes meetings and dis-
tributes educational materials, holds 
public forums on nutrition and scien-
tific conferences for professionals. 
During the last few years, the foun-
dation has published books on food 
allergy, fish and fish oils, and breast 
feeding. A fourth book on nutrition 
and immunity is to be published 
within three months. With prevention 
of illness expected to gain importance 
in the future, Dr. Chandra hopes the 
foundation will receive more financial 
support from individuals and busi-
nesses to continue its work to publi-
cize nutrition education. 
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MBA and undergraduate 
students take honors 
I n the last seven years, Memorial has compiled the best record at the 
National MBA Case Competition 
Championships. Memorial's record of 
three firsts, one second, two thirds 
and a fourth-place finish is the envy 
of every other graduate business 
school in the country. This year's 
team captured third place, winning a 
$2,000 scholarship. This year's com-
petition, the eleventh, was held at 
Concordia University and attracted 
24 teams from 19 Canadian and five 
international schools. 
Dalhousie International Business Case Competition winning MBA students with professors, seated, 
left to right: Fred Penney, Janet Moores, Lisa Browne, Rod French; standing: Dr. Richard Barth, 
associate dean; Dr. Alex Faseruk, faculty adviser; Chi Ngai Siu; Joe Riche; Glenn Rowe, coach. 
Posing with their third-place 1992 National MBA Case Competition award are, seated, left to 
right: Jeff Gillingham, Joe Riche, Sharon Duggan, Rod French; standing: Dr. Richard Barth, associ-
ate dean; Dr. Alex Faseruk, faculty adviser; Fred Penney, alternate; Glenn Rowe, coach. 
Intercollegiate Business Competition winners pose for an official photograph, seated, left to right: 
Dr. Alex Faseruk, faculty adviser; Carolyn Coady; Marsha Hiscock; Glenn Rowe, coach; middle 
row: Leanne O'Leary, Kathryn Jeans, Tracy Ennis, Susan Johnston, Ted Lee, Catherine Roche; back 
row: Todd Stanley, Heather Tulk, Ian Penney, Keith Bradford, Weston Raske. 
Another team of six Memorial MBA 
students took top Canadian honors 
at the sixth annual Dalhousie Inter-
national Business Case Competition 
in February. The team battled nine 
Canadian teams and one American 
team to make it into the finals. In the 
final round, Memorial competed 
against the University of Manitoba 
and Boston College, placing second 
overall and first Canadian team. 
Wright exhibition going to 
National Gallery 
F or the first time, an exhibition organized by the Memorial Uni-
versity Art Gallery will be shown at 
the National Art Gallery in Ottawa. 
Don Wright 1931-1988, A Retrospec-
tive, will travel to Ottawa in Novem-
ber 1993, following a tour to five 
other Canadian galleries. The exhibi-
tion, the largest the gallery has 
mounted to date, was first presented 
in St. John's in late 1990. At that 
time the show included 126 works, 
but it has been scaled down to 70 
works for the tour. Don Wright was 
an artist and art teacher whose work 
was influenced by the Newfoundland 
environment and the small communi-
ty of Port Kirwin, Newfoundland, 
where he lived. He died in May 1988. 
Undergraduate business students 
also fared well in national competi-
tion at the Intercollegiate Business 
Competition held at Queen's Univer-
sity. Leanne O'Leary, Catherine 
Roche and Heather Tulk captured 
third place in the business policy sec-
tion, while Kathryn Jeans and Ted 
Lee won third place in the manage-
ment information systems section. 
Life Long Learners 
A group of seniors gathered each Wednesday during February to 
listen to classical music. Their guide 
was musician Andreas Barban and 
the course was offered through the 
Life Long Learners program started 
last year by a group of 10 seniors. 
Facilitated by Memorial's Gerontology 
Centre, the program is financed 
through a $19,000 grant from Health 
and Welfare Canada's New Horizons 
program. Non-credit courses in psy-
chology and computers have already 
been organized and are open to any-
one over 50. 
Memorial students in St. 
Petersburg, Russia 
M emorial fourth-year Russian students, Suzette Norris, Dale 
Connolly and Jill Severs travelled to 
Herzen University, St. Petersburg, 
this January to study Russian along-
side their Russian counterparts. Dr. 
Stuart Durrant, associate professor 
in the German and Russian depart-
ment, says Memorial is the only 
Canadian university to be able to 
send undergraduates to attend this 
renowned university. For Dr. Dur-
rant, the arrangement is the culmina-
tion of three years' effort that began 
when he met the Soviet ambassador, 
who was visiting St. John's, in 1988. 
"He said if there was anything he 
could ever do for me, just to let him 
know," he says. "So I let him know." 
The program will be a continuing one 
and is open to any student who has 
completed three years of Russian lan-
guage courses.+ 
HOWTOBEA 
LOCAL HERO 
TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THE TAX MAN 
Local Heroes save their charitable 
tax receipts when they give 
money and take advantage of 
the credit for charitable giving 
on their tax form. You can use 
the money you save to be an 
even more generous ~~--- 1111• 
Local Hero. ~- ~~ 
. ~·.nr.-· 
Y. 
A New Spirit of Giving 
A national program to encourage giving and voluntccnng. 
LUMINUS 9 
Library Services to Alumni 
Major donors to receive additional privileges at 
QEll library 
I n recognition of their financial con-tribution to the university, mem-
bers of the President's Circle 
Leadership Society (those who have 
contributed $1,000 or more) and the 
Patron's Society ($500 to $999) are 
being granted extended library ser-
vices. 
President's and Patron's mem-
bers, in addition to normal guest bor-
rowing privileges, will be entitled to a 
four-week loan period for books from 
the Queen Elizabeth II Library. For 
members outside the St. John's and 
Corner Brook areas, the library will 
pay return postage for books and will 
copy journal articles from the 
library's collection without charge. 
University librarian Richard Ellis 
explains, "These services are intended 
to answer the needs of individuals 
and not to serve as a high-volume 
resource for corporations or govern-
ment bodies." He adds, ''The library is 
quite pleased to be able to support 
those individuals who themselves 
support the university. The university 
is a unique and extremely valuable 
resource within the province." 
Those who have contributed more 
than $100 are also offered a four-
week borrowing period from the QEII 
Library and walk-in privileges regard-
less of residency. 
A distinctive borrower's card for 
each group is to be designed which 
will be a tangible recognition of mem-
bers' contributions to Memorial. 
The Alumni Association and the 
Office of Alumni Affairs and Develop-
ment thank Mr. Ellis and the QEII 
Library staff for making these 
arrangements possible. The extended 
services will begin as soon as details 
can be finalized.+ 
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I ANT TO HAVE YOUR CAKE. I I 
AND EAT IT TOO? 
CON FED'S NEW CASH BACK BENEFIT 
ADDED TO OUR 
DISABILITY INSURANCE 
·.:-. . -:· ··:-· ... ·. · .. 
IS EASY TO DIGEST!! 
Should you become disabled 
your DISABILITY INSURANCE plan will 
provide you with needed dollars to 
replace your lost income! 
If you DO NOT become disabled, or, if you 
experience only nominal claims, the cash 
back benefit will refund 5 full years 
pren:iiums in just 7 years. 
(Tax free under current legislation if personally owned) 
Anothergoodreasontolookto 
Conf~N~~N~.<!-0~!!?vn Life 
for your security planning. 
,: -:· .. ::·:.·.:· .· ·.· . . 
:}~/b.<\. ::~·/\::· :·. . 
CALVIN GOSSE 
Calvin Gosse· 
Confederation Life Ins. Co. 
Suite 700, Cabot Place 
100 New Gower Street 
St. John's, Nfld. 
A1C6K3 
. 
Phone: 579-1031(8)745-1493 (H) 
Student Alumni Association 
~,~, 
[::n 
WM~. 1::,,~: 
~ 
Student alumni busy stuffing survival kits, left to right: Martha McGrath, Don Innis, Candice Ennis, 
Clayton Crane, Earle Pike 
A mong Memorial's many organi-zations is the relatively new 
Student Alumni Association (SAA), 
formed in 1989. And in its short exis-
tence it has already provided valuable 
help to alumni. 
SAA's aims and activities 
The SAA helps past students by 
assisting the Alumni Association with 
alumni events. It also helps future 
students of Memorial by acquainting 
them with the many facets of the high 
quality education offered by Memori-
al. Perhaps, most important of all, 
the organization helps today's stu-
dents by providing them with a liai-
son to alumni and giving them 
greater insight into post-university 
opportunities. 
Its main purpose is to promote 
interaction among alumni and stu-
dents from all disciplines through a 
variety of entertaining activities and, 
at the same time, to encourage stu-
dents to become loyal and supportive 
of Memorial after they graduate. 
Some of the opportunities offered 
through SAA include exam survival 
kits, student scholarships, participa-
tion in alumni or university functions 
and travel. Through its work, the SAA 
hopes to inspire a greater enthusiasm 
and sense of pride toward Memorial 
among students, alumni and the uni-
versity community. 
Who can join? 
Membership is open to any 
Memorial student who is in good aca-
demic standing. Regular attendance 
at meetings is required. Further 
information is available by calling 
Alumni House at 737-4354. + 
WHAT'S HAPPENING TO YOU? 
Have you moved, married, had children, received a promotion, changed a career, or earned another degree? If 
so, please let us know so we can update our files. 
Note to parents: If your son or daughter has moved, please write the new address in the space below. 
Name: 
Postal code: ______________ Telephone:( ) 
Surname before marriage, if applicable: 
Previous address: 
Permanent address: -----------Telephone:( ) 
Item for inclusion in Keeping in Touch: 
N.B. New information required: 
Student No. Did you attend the Harlow campus? ---When? 
Please mail to: Office of Alumni Affairs 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, NF AlC 5S7 (709)737-4354 
LUMINUS 11 
Scholarships are important at Memorial 
Alumni scholarships continue to recognize scholastic achievement in many areas of study. 
Alumni Association Scholarships 
Eleven students were awarded 
Alumni Association scholarships in 
November 1991 . 
.. 
'" 
... 
~- 't J ~ -., 
'* ;ill< ,. 
~4 ., >' 
•.ii • 
\ :~ 
Attending the Alumni Association scholarship presentation ceremony, standing, left to right: Jason 
Kennedy, Dr. M.O. Morgan, Maire O'Dea, Keith Taylor, Elizabeth Reynolds, Edna Baird-Stephen-
son, Teena Thorne. Sitting, left to right: Sandi Bruff, Lisa Hippern, Krista Bartlett, Alison Butler, 
Glenda Leonard. Other recipients who were unable to attend the ceremony are: John Farrell, 
Catherine Reed, Murray Park and, from the Corner Brook campus, Vickie Compton. 
Science Scholarship 
Brad Murphy of Comer Brook is 
the recipient of the $1,000 Science 
Scholarship donated by the Corner 
Brook alumni chapter. Brad, who 
was a second-year science student at 
Sir Wilfred Grenfell College, was 
awarded the scholarship for out-
standing academic achievement. He 
is continuing his studies at the St. 
John's campus. The presentation was 
made at a meeting of the Corner 
Brook alumni executive. 
Lois Bateman, professor of biology at Sir Wilfred Grenfell and treasurer of the Corner Brook chap-
ter, presents the cheque to Brad Murphy. Left to right: Paul Wilson, Katie Healey, Robert Haines, 
Lois Bateman, Brad Murphy, Sr. Nellie Pomroy and Georg Gunter. (Photo by Don Meiwald, Sir 
Wilfred Grenfell College) 
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1991 /92 Annual Giving Fund Donors ~ nd:ttg f1ls 
Chancellor's 
Associates 
LeodelShip 
Society 
Each of the foil owing 
has donated $1 ,000 
or more to Memorial 
r:rArtrttmmmr mmr mrmr  rr1~r mrm: 
A. Heney And Canpaiy lini'8d 
AICCl'I Smelters & Chemical Limited 
Aldercice, Penel~ Witte 
Amdall Canada ltd. 
Americml Expfess lkt. 
Amoco CCWlada Pe~aeun Co. 
Apom Fooodation of British Colllllbia 
Associaioo of Universiies & Co1eges 
·~11~trrrmmrrrrmrmrr~rrrrr~rr~; 
Bailey, Madonna A. 
Baternal, Las Elizabeeh 
Beatrice And kfl'-' Minden Fooodaioo 
Bech'91 Fooodaioo of Cmlada 
Bidde, Magaret E. 
Boetvinger lngehein 
BouzCWle, Al>ert G. 
BP C..ada nc. 
Br ascM Limited 
Bris~·Myers Squibb 
Browning Heney Limited 
Bul~n. Cyril Geage 
f ?Jttf I~f ff jIIIf f 1f ff ff ff ff: 
C.S.E.G. Scholaship Committee 
Canada Post Cotpaaioo 
Canada Trust Company 
Carew, Helen F. 
'Chevroo C..ada Resources 
City of Corner Brook 
CodiCCll, Paul J. 
Corner Brook Pulp & Paper lkt. 
Oosbie, Jam c. 
Oosbie, Wilian R. 
Dover Elevators 
r I1~~~rrrrr~~11~rrt}ttrrt}}t/~j 
Eatoo, J.D. 
Eli Lily Canada Inc. 
Esso Petrolet.m Canada 
Evening Telegcrn 
i:tr11:~rrrrrtrmrrr~trr~r~rrrrn 
Facey, Jam M. 
Falcon~idge lkt. 
Fisheries Resource Development ltd. 
Fishery Products nanafonal Lkt. 
Fortis Inc. 
Fry, Daryl D. 
·ttGtttif r jf f Itrrrrrrrrrr~~ti 
Gentis Inc. 
Government of CMada 
Government of NewfWldland 
1r1ff rrrmr rrmmmrmr rrrrrrrrrr1: 
Hand. Kaen 
Ham, Claytoo 
HeSSCll, Ian Matthew 
Hetzel, Jooathcwl 
Hibernia Mcrlagement & Development 
Holinger Inc. 
Honeywell ltd. 
Hoose, A. Maxwell 
'Husky Qi ~aioos lkt. 
Hutdlison, Leslie J. 
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~rrumrrr~rr tr rrrr r r~rrrrmrr1 
'IBM CMada ltd. 
knasco Limited 
nternational Ccrooa Cotpaaioo 
Intra l~ow·s Travel Agency 
IODE Naiooal Chapter of C..ada 
~ft tttttrrrrrrrttjf f t~rrrrt 
L.aiclaw FWldaioo 
L.asen. Bodil A. 
Lawk>n's Drug Stores ltd. 
loader, Chcwles E. 
lociyer. Emma 
tit•rrrrrtt rr1trntrrr~rrrr:r 
MaootdM!hr, Assemi 
Mcwriott Corporation of CCN<fa 
May. Arh.lr W. 
Mc:Cam, Jdln 
McGrafl. Desmood T. 
McNamaa. J. Arch 
Me<ical Pracice Assoaa•s 
Merc.k Frosst CaMlda nc. 
Mills, Robert 
Molsoo Newbmdewld Brewery lkt. 
Margert, M. Grace 
Margert. Moses 0. 
Ml6phy. Hary 
IIJf trrrrr tt~rrrt:rmmrtr rrr 
Naiooal Life Assurance Canpc11y 
Neale, E.R. Ward 
Newfooocland Phamaoeoical 
Association 
Newfooocland Power 
Noreen Energy Resources 
'Northern Telecom Canada lkt. 
Nosewcrtiy, A. Lynn 
Nosewcrfly. Horace D. 
Nosewcrfly, Thomas W. 
NovOJitam liniaed 
Nursilg Graduaing Class 1991 
f {jQ}f f t~tf t~f If f If ff f ~jf f If~ 
Olsen, OMI A. 
~ttJtttttt~tf tf f ttf II~lf f /f \ 
Pafrey, Patra 
Parke-Davis C..ada nc. 
Palee, Katherile Ellen 
Patten D~acano, Rose M. 
' Peat Mcwwick Thorne 
Perlin Fcrnily Trust 
Years 
R:lde Mn.ae Oak.e Tio1pm & Thmas 
Power Corporation of CCN<fa 
'Pratt & Whitney C..ada 
Prudenial Asumlce Cornpc11y ltd. 
Puddngk>n, Ira 
t~rRrrrrrrrtmrr~rmrrrr~trmmm: 
QJebec - Labrador Foundation 
Rendell, D.H. 
Rowe, Wilian G. 
Royal Balk of CCN<fa 
Royal NewfWldland Constabulay 
Associaioo 
:~rr1~rrrrrrr11~rrrrr r rrr r :r::j 
Sanger. Chesley w. 
Scepre lnvesment Ccx.mel ltd. 
Shandera. Raymood H. 
Shoppers Drug Mat 
Shore. Stephen Ml6ray 
SNC Group 
So, Bernard Kai-Fai 
~. P. Uoyd 
Spew Aerospace ltd. 
St. Jam's Pert Corporation 
:~rt rrrrrrrnrrmrrrrnmrnrrmrnmrnrrn 
T. & M. Wna ltd. 
T .A.l. nvestment Cooosel ltd. 
T eplitsky, Col soo 
Terra Nova Brokers lkt. 
Terra Nova Chcrnber Players 
Terry Fox HllllcntariM Awad Progrcrn 
The CCWlaciml Press 
The Geoli'ey H. Wood Fooodaioo 
The Georgna Fooodation 
The Hcrniltoo FWldaioo 
The Haad CAabree Fooodation 
The Leonard Fooodation 
The Royal C..acian l~oo 
The Sd>ey Foundation 
The Society of Naval hdlitects 
T '-''*· Arafl# Joseph 
~ttYtttt1f f~f~tf ff ff f ttttttf 
Vak, Ma'-'een R. 
tmt l\f jffttttt~1r rr r ttttrr t 
Wae, Main P. 
Wask Enterprises Limited 
Waymoulh. Wiliam 
President's 
Circle Leader-
ship Society 
Each of the following 
has donated between 
$500 and $999 to 
Memorial 
r:ri mrmrrrrr:r r r mmr rmmrrr mrm 
A.L Colis and Soo ltd. 
Abbott, Hatvey L 
AW-TI• Sheet Metal 
Alcodt, Cal 
Al'Ofl#S, Martha I. 
Anthmy, Rex C. 
Arsena~. Wilian 
rrj1rr1r r rr r r ff ff rf r rrrr ff~ 
Baetve. Rainer 
Baker t Melvin 
Bcwroo, Stephen R. 
Bcwdett, Peter Jdln 
Basu, Sawata 
Batbd, A«icwl G. 
Bennett, G.S. 
Bennett, Raymood Clayk>n 
Beresbd, Phiip D. 
Best, Anhony 
lkbood, Oa--'d & Oa--'d Elackwood Inc. 
Bagdon, DooaJd Gerad 
Bair, Olive V. 
Bao, Herbert Wilian 
Bowmer, M. lcwl 
Breakwaw Books 
Brose, Sylva 
r~rP.trrrrrrrrrmrrr~rrmmrmr r 
Ccrneron, Dooald Alexmlder 
Canaciml Cdlege of Teachers 
'Canaciml 1ire Aoceptalce l~. 
Carlsoo. Bria\ Douglas 
Chale, Weidert E. 
Chaler I May 
City Phcwmacy · 
aake, Roberta J . 
Oake, Wayne T. 
aake & Clske ltd. 
Coley, Chcwles Gadon 
Colvile, David Alexander 
Cornilco lkt. 
Condon I Gary P. 
Connors, Qegory Thomas 
Coq>er, c. Ger~ 
Cooze. Derek Alister 
Cox, Albert R. 
OCWlbd, Wayne R. 
Oocker, Rci>ert 
:mmrnrr r r r mrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrr 
Davis, Al>ert J. 
Dawe, James 
Deutsdl, Ernst R. 
DngweH, Tmy George 
Doyte, CWenoe P. 
~nccrl, Gerald R. 
:~rmerrrmr mrmmrrmrrrrrmrrrmmrn 
Eatoo, Fraser C. 
Eddy, Donald Heber 
Eddy, Joan M. 
Ewilg, F. Milla 
:rrftrrrrrr~rmmmmmrrrrrr~rrrrn 
Faul, .k., J. Haace 
Federaloo of Canaciml t.bliapalities 
Felflcrn, Jotwl G. & Nama 
Asher Scieniic 
Faklcre Students Society 
Falett, Gosse & Associates ltd. 
Fad, Wilicrn 
Fosw, Heafler P. M. 
Fosw, Rci>ert 
Freduw, Alml 
Ft.long, Dennis Jerome 
:rro.mmrrrrrrrrr r rrrrr rrrrr 
Gel>er, ~va M. 
Geage, Joseph P. 
Giffin, Bary David 
Gadney, Rosemary 
Gendiming, Ian 
Godtey, SkJat R. 
Goodyea, Chcwles J. 
Goucie, Herbert Wm. 
, 
ttlt~r r11rrrrmr rrr rmrrrrmr r 
Hallett, Thomas A. 
Halpert. Herbert 
Halpert. Viaeaa M. 
Hannaford, Ma'-'een C. 
Harris, lesie 
Harris, Richcwd 
Hawkm, David 
Hean, Edwad t.idlael 
HeiMett Packard Ca'\ada ltd. 
Hcks, Frmlk S. 
Hobbs, Fmlny 
Hodder, Martey F. 
Hoger\, Kevil 
Holett. Bruce HJ. 
Hames, Alan R. 
Hooosel, David L 
House, Daphne l. 
:ff l.ttrrrrrtrtrrrrrrrrrrmr 
JJ. Lacey nua'lCe 
Janes G. CAawk>rd lkt. 
Jcwles. Rd>ert A. & JcJt 
Jenkils, Terry W.J. 
Josephson, E. Bruce 
rmtKtlf mm1mmmrmr rrrr ff ff ff f lj 
Kernen, Azadali A. 
Kaa, AilOCI' F. 
l<ava'\aQh. Kafleme M. 
Kelly, Frank J. 
Kelly, Robert J.G. 
Kewtey, E. Fay 
• 
Ko<Uko, Rubi/ s. 
lttt.rr rrr rrrr rt ltrrrtrrlt rr 
laymM, M. Grace 
Leonard, Carson 
Uly, AuguslJs G. 
Ladon, Anllony John G. 
Lym, Dame Veta 
Lyvet I Marioo a 
f jf Mrrrtrr rmrrjrrr rrrmrmr rm 
MacCallum, Jcimstooe Scott 
MacOooald, Wiliam Alexaldet 
Maler, John B. 
Maloney, Wiliam J. 
Malpas, John G. 
Mar~n. RMdall 
May, Wiliam James 
Maynard, MYJa E. 
Mayo, Edgar P. 
Mecis AIMtic 
Melling, James N. 
Melvin-Hawkin, Eileen 
Mereet, Jean Aixkey 
Moaes, Darrodl W.O. 
Magarl, H.B. 
Moult>n, Wiliam Ber'°am 
Murphy, Rooald Gerard 
Mussels, F. Lloyd 
rr [~[rrrrrrr~t r rrrt r tf r r r tf 
NewbJndMd Design Associa'8s Ltd. 
Naflem Telecan CCNda Ltd. 
Nwankwo, DMiel Chinedu Mmo 
lf rof rrrrrf tf ff ff rrrrr~rrr 
O'Dea, Raymonde 
O'Driscal, Robert P. 
Olson, Gerald B. 
Orr, James C. 
Ortho Pharmaceu~cal (Canada) Ltd. 
mtJtf r r ttltt~rrrr~rrrrrrnmrnrr 
Pafbrd, Raymood J.G. 
Pannen'9r, Michael 
Pearce, Normal G. 
Pharmaceu~cal Supplies Ltd. 
Pollet, Sylvia Rosalie 
ff [j{f f Itf ff ff ff f If ff ff ff f 
R.J. Young Ltd. 
Reddy, Bharati 
Ribeiro, Violeta 
Riche, Barry R. 
Robin Hood Mumoods Ltd. 
Rockwood, Pe'9r R. 
Rowe, Wiliam 
Royal Trust 
Royal Trust Cap. of Canada Ltd. 
Rll11boldt, Ignatius 
r~t$.f r r r r r rrr r tttt[f rr r r rr 
Schering Canada Inc. 
Scott, Ausfo J. 
Shu, Dcnel S.P. 
SkMes, Graham R. 
Smiti, Wiliam G. 
Smitl Kine & French Canada Ltd. 
Sncd, Cyril 
Spa-kes, Grace M. 
Squires, H«M'old R. 
St. John's Fdk Arts Council 
Steele, D.H. 
Sleets Limited 
[Jttrnmtttttt[ttrrmrrrrrrrrr 
Taylor, David G. 
Telesat CCNda 
The Birks Family FWldatioo 
The Prayer Bed Society of Canada 
Thompson, J. Vien 
[f IO?I?U?IIIIII>r Ittr~rr r~r 
UOOI'\ 52 Civic Service 
'Unocal Canada Ltd. 
UAohn Ccmparly of Ccmda 
rr [Vtrtrrrmmrrtrrrlr rrmmrrr 
Vqhan, t.tdlael Winsb\ 
~r rwrrrrr rr r r11rr1rr mrrrt 
Walsh, Rooald J. 
Wareham, Alice E. 
Wells, Oyde H. K. 
Whi'8, Carol Ann 
Whi'8, Caroline M. 
Whi'8, Charles w. 
Whittaker, John 
Woodrow, Mcueen & Helbert Bra.vn 
rmmtmrrrrrrr r r r rrrrrrmmrrr 
Y~. David C. 
~rrir r rrmmrmrrrrmrrmrnmrrrr~r 
~'°'et, Heather Grace 
3 M Canada Inc. 
Century Club 
Leadership 
Society 
Each of the following 
has donated between 
$100 and $499 to 
Memorial 
mmr111mrrrtt[f ft rrmrrrmmrrr 
Abbott, Angela 
AtX>ott, Rooa F. 
AtX>ott, Wimii'ed s. 
Abbott Laboratories ltd. 
Abelseth, Gregory AIM 
~.CYJiJ. 
Aaeman, John 
Adam~ Rooald John 
Adams, Eric 
Adams, Robert Reginald 
Adtey, Ebabeti Lorela 
Adtey, Jeffrey George 
~ Services L.ini'9d 
•Alberta Naual Gas Comparly Ltd. 
Alce><*, Veta M. 
Aldrich, Frecri<* A. 
Ali, S. Kaiser 
Allart, Donna M. 
Allaway, GrMalll P. 
Alen, Aps Josephine 
Allen, Gerald Edward 
Alen, Maureen Ann 
Allen Wheelet, San«a J. 
Alteen, Charles Doug 
Ametical Me<ical Associa'oo 
AMP Associates ( 1988) Ltd. 
Andetsat, Br acley Ray 
AndetSCll, Calherine 
AndetSCll, Gerald Uoyd 
Andetsat, Hugh J. 
Andetsat, James 
Andersat, Jarlet 
AndetSCll, Kennet. 
Andrews, Ai<* R. 
Andrews, C. S'9phen 
Andrews, Oifbd K 
Andrews, llcm 
Andrews, Douglas 
Andrews, George C. 
Andrews, Jariice E. 
Andrews, John P. · 
Andrews, Kathee D. 
Andrews, Keitl Gordoo 
Andrews, Lewis B. 
Andrews, Ray 
Andrews, Robert R. 
Andrews, Sidney EdwCl'd 
Andrews, Sylvia Joan 
Angel, Jcm M. 
Angel, Roget Frederick 
Angel .x .. Jcm 
Anstey, Alfred 
Anstey, S'rling L. 
Anthony, S'8ven 
Anthony-llc:ks, Sheri-Gaye 
Applin, Cassie 
Al'chibald, Gregory Cecil 
Al'klie, Emma 
Al'ruda, Jose E. 
ArsenalAt, Joseph Andrew 
Al'bs, David S. 
Ash, Donald.Wayne 
Ashley, John J. 
Askarpcu, VcWiid 
Atkils, Jacqueline Marie 
Atkilsoo, Joan FrMces 
Atkilsoo, Lee Oafin 
Att.vood, Florence 
Aucoil, Mary Cathetine 
Aucoin, Rosa~ta Ame 
Avaloo Coosiuc'oo & Engineering Ltd. 
Axon, Hazel 
Aytward, FJ. 
Aytward, Marha Diane 
Ayyad, Margset Joan 
jff ljf ff f If f ff If ff ff f fff ff 
Babb, Jemiier E. 
Babb, Susan J. 
Babstoc*. Pcwnela E. 
Badcock, Shiley J. 
Baggs. Douglas K 
Baggs. &ic M. 
Baggs, Ivan 
Baiey, Rosaild 0. 
BUd, Pet« Rebert 
BUd, WHam P. 
Saks, Douglas James 
Baket, John A. 
Baker, Maxwel c. 
Balan' Eli• Peart 
Balasariya, Uditha 
Baldwil, Kimberly Anne 
Bal, Smet L. 
Bal, W.H. Warren 
BUam, Christ>ier 
Balsorn, Edwin James 
Bambridt, Garry Joseph 
Banield, Elizabet! JuMita 
Banield, Sooia 
Barbal, Gregory M. 
Barb<u, Gerald Dougal 
Barb<u, Themas 
Barker,Wew 
Barnes, David G. 
Barnes, Donald Paul 
Barnes, Georgina R. 
Barnes, Gorcbl C. 
Barnes, Paul J.D. 
Barnsley, Eric A. 
Barrett, Laraine Margaret 
Barrett, Phylis Lavinia 
Barringtoo, Tolsoo R. 
Barroo, M. Josephile 
Barry, Ame Meredith 
Barry, Denis G. 
Barry, Leo 
Barry, Mary E. 
Bartholomew, Ridla'd John 
Bartlett, Cecile Elaine 
Bartlett, Donald Radfad 
Bartlett. Karen Ann 
Bartlett, Roy F. 
Bastiw, Philip Alan Jcm 
Batson, Ross 
Annual Giving Fund 
Alumni Designation of Gifts 
Unrestricted 73% 
$347,561 
$ 474,899 
Faculty/School 14% 
$67,956 
Scholarships 13% 
$59,382 
Batten, Donna L. 
Batten, J. Clib 
Bal9l, James E. 
BatAsta, Dcma O.V. 
Baubta, MicNei J. 
Bay &Als Trating Co. Ltd. 
Bayley, F.E. Yflnihd 
Beae, Janice Marie 
Beak>n Sheppard Associates Ltd. 
Beaufield, Gay s. 
Be<i, Debaa. L 
Bedunar'I lnsNnents (Can) Inc. 
Becingield, E. WnJy 
Betwens, Bizabeth M.A. 
Bellin, Glen Samuel 
Bellel, Alar'! 
Benedict. Christina M. 
Bennett. C. GrcWiam 
Bennett, Maxwell Denris 
Benoi~ J~eine 
Bensat, Arne F. 
BenSCll, J. Maxwel 
Bertrand, Mooque A. 
Best. ~eve M. 
Best, Hubert F. 
Bettney, Julie 
Ellattacharya, Ashak 
Sieger, Delef 
Big Ben Ltd. 
Biles, Garry 0. 
Bilard, Benlley Gordoo 
Bishq>, 88¥erly Annette 
Bishq>, Donald A. 
Ba<*. Janes Ridla'd 
Back, Jar\is H. 
Backb.rn, R.H. 
Backwood, R. Frarik 
Backwood, Wayne Paul 
Bll11, Jacob 
Bh.ndoo, Gertrude 
Boodoo, K. Shelley 
Boehm, Elfriede 
Boehm, HMS c. 
Bolt, Judy t.tchele 
Bolt, K Jar'le 
Bonnell, ~y Leooard & Eleanor 
Bonnell, &ian Jciv't 
Bonnell, Mariat 
Boone, Edward Keith 
Boone, Ernest C. 
Boomn, MicNel 
Borgamkar, R.D. 
BoUtoo, Lisa T. 
Bou'geois, Charles E. 
Bou'geois, Elizabet. L. 
Bou'geois, Jocelyn Mae 
Bou~. Mary-Lynn 
BouzMne, Patricia Mary 
Bowen, Brenda M. 
Bowering, Rex Ml.fray 
Bown, Anne M. 
Bown, Joan 
Boyd, Gary Gordoo 
Boyd, Jemiier Gail 
Boyd, Kathleen Marion 
Boyd, R. Neil 
Boyd, Rodney Neil 
Boyde, Tracy Jerome 
Boyle, Al>ert G. 
Bragg, Oar'liel Joseph 
&agg, James 
Brat. Anthony A. 
&ake, Doug Malk 
&ike, Robert John 
BrMD'I, Robert James 
Brennarl, Gerald Joseph 
&ennarl, Sharon Eva 
Brennarl, Walw Frederick 
Brett, Bettt 
&ett, Bia 
&ett, Jetry 
&ewer, Paul 
&idger, Spencer M. 
&ien, John A. 
&ien, Thanas Aloysius 
&iftett, Garrisat B. 
&iggs, Lucy B. 
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Brinsi>n, Joan E. Cam~. lai acuter. Mavnad J. 
Brintrt, Ethel Campbel, J.S. Coady, e.taa E. Designation of Funds 
Broad Cove Food Services Lki. Campbell, L Arnold Coady, Jerome Janes 
Broderici, Patric* J. Campbell, Roderick Cobb, Wilian J. Arla Pledgn Gifts Donors Broderici, Vila Ulial Canada Cateriig CA. Ltd. Codvaie, Janes G. Art Gallery • 225 • 11370 15 Branl~. ROSalne C..aciai e. A9sociaian Cofin, Cyri A. Arts 1282 5909 41 
Broamg, Donald c. Cndri Fedlll2'n d UMr!tt W:men CEN Cofin, Geage A. Business 2360 5651 67 
Broanfield, Oga R.R. Canacia'I Helioopin Caporaian Q>fin, Leo Day Care 124 1244 15 Brosnal, John Canaci., Imperial Bank d Canmerce Coish, Ross 0. Education 1546 13532 117 Brown, Dennis G. Canacial MiaOil\alytical Service Lki. Colxune, Peter R. Engineering 1640 9769 45 Brown, Daris Louise Carving, Michael Jacob B. Cclboume, San<ta A. Earth Sciences 9000 1 
Brown, G. Cal Carving, Patridt J. Cole, Calvin Library 1538 8 
Brown, Garry Michael C..t Jenniter '"' Cole, Cauctia lsabele M. Medicine 4679 26298 85 Brown, Jos8Ji1 A. Carava"I, David Cole, Denise Gai Music 600 3199 19 Browne, Bizabeth L Carayamiotis, Geage Cde, Douglas Nursing 520 3616 34 
Browne, Norah Careen, Jaaqueine M. Cde, Frederic* John Pharmacy 140 1100 4 Browne, Roderick Joseph Carew, Joan Louise Cole. Kennett c. Physical Ed •• Browne, Susan M. Carew, Margaret E. Cde, Margaret c. Athletics 1393 2945 31 
Bruce, Gwen G. Carew, WitfM Cole, Thomas Phi~ Scholarships 26601 263666 721 Bruce-Veiktl, Heather E. Carfetal Univ•sity. Coles, Keith Rqil Science 298 13830 36 Brushett, Donald G. Caney, Robert J. Colens, Stephen J. Social Work 575 800 14 Buckin~. Jdln E. Calt10n, Jd'm Edwin Cart Colier, John s. Sir W.Grenfel 520 5439 13 
Buckle, Geage Frederick Calt90n, Michael Colier, Ralph Sanuel Unrestricted 189124 398350 6050 Budden, Geoffrey E. Camel's Lld. Colingwood, Peter W. Other 553 62825 36 BudgeH, Madonna Carpenter, Frederidt Jett. Colingwood, Thomas W. 
Buehler, Ptichard Catr, Oiaie Le>Use Collins, Alice Total $232183 $840086 7352 Buffett. c. Lloyd Cairall, Wilian Joseph Coins, Dialne I. 
Bufinga, Jdln Carter, Caalyn F. Colins, EdmWld Wilson 
Sugden, Jeftr~ M. Carter, Frank H. Colins, Fr .. as Joseph Crosbie, Marge.et A. Denty, Joseph Wiian 
Sugden, Laraine Carter, George B. Colins, Glenn W. Crottf, Walw Raphael Dew.e, Sheila Maia 
Sugden, Paul B. Carver, Pew D. Colins, I. Vicaia Croudler, Nadile Devlin, Wilian H. 
Bullen, Frederick Casa Grande Colins, Wilaan P. Crowley, Am E. Dewling, RliJy 
Bu-dett-MotAtan, Harriet E.C. Case, Naomi J. Condon, Ernest J. Crowl~. Rooald C. Dey, Arun C. 
Btxnel, Bria'! L. Case, Sylvia E. Condon, R. Cyri Crt.mmey, Caence B. Deycuig, J. Paul 
Bu-nel, D. Grant Case-Ccq>er, Panela Condon, Raymond J. Crt.mmey, ~es J. Clanand, Ross H. 
Btxness, A. T.H. Cashin, Teresa Connely, Charles An<hw Cruz, Maria L. Cld<inson, Geoff 
Bu-nhan, Jane Cassell, Garry Frederick Connally, ~ice Cummings, Hny H. [ld<inson, Haald E. 
Bu-roughs Wellcome nc. Cassidy, Frederic G. Conndly, Keih J. Curra'!, TerralCe Gerard Cldts, Glenn F. 
Bu-row, Timothy Edward Ca5'91a. Eugene Conndly, Maween F. CA.tis, Robin ~lister Cldts, Margaret 
Btxry, A. Clarence Chadwick, Anlhany R. Cannas, Madeine Ann T. Cul•. Edwin G. Cldts, Violet 
Bu-ry, John H. Chadwa, Jea'I Cannas-Stack, Margo A. 
mrJttrmrrrrrrrrrrrrr~rrmtr~ 
Clngle, Edwad 
Bu-ry, Sidney M. ChaM, Joanne M. Con•ols & Equipment Lki. Clngwall, Rex 
Bu-sey, G. Genn Chale, R. Gai Ced. Bernad D. Milne Tailors Om, Michael J. 
Bu-sey, Lary Marshall Chaisson, Gordan Cooke, Lloyd s. D.L. S'9venscN & Sans Dim, Midlelle Am 
Bu-sey, Mary E. Chak•, Barbara Code, Caherine G. D'Enhmant Mary Ecih Clxan, Robert Wilian 
Bu-t, Uoyd NeYile Chalom, Mark Coanbs, Margaret c. Dahknan, Diane E. Clxan, Wilaan G. & Zelda 
But Tony Maxwell Chambers, Ada Bancne ~.JanesD. Dale, ~\'ia Bernice Dobbin, Craig 
Btxtan, Lois Cha'I08)', H.W.R. ~. Marilee Rae l:lal.Folett. Judy S. Dobbin, Kattleen Mary 
Bussey, Eric G. Cha'I08)', Janes Corbett. Daiei Dal~. Bria'! A. Dodge, Randell T. 
Bussey, Nama'I Bruce Chapma'I, Akna Corcaal, Gary Francis Daley, Noel Marin Dolan, Sean Pew 
Buder, Ala'! Hearder Chapmal, George B. Corke, Dianne Dal~. Frederic* 0. Dominie, Brian P. 
Butler, Carolyn Heat.er Chapmal-Anctews, Nancy M. Corner Broe* Bridge Club Dalton, Gil>ert G. Oominie, Joanne Maie 
Butler, Denise Chad, Sarda L. Canett, A. Marjay Dampier, Saa Jeamele Oomiiy, C. Leelie 
Butler, ~d Christ~ Chales, PalA S\Jart Ccx.rage, Geage Dansereau, Pierre DoncftJe, Paidt J. 
Butler, Ernest Derek ChaAk. Cliffad G. Ccx.rage, Jdln Dasiva. Ant>nio M. 0an<7t'a'I, Caherine A. 
Butler, Janes R. ChaAk. Derra Oin Ccx.r'8nay, John H. Davidson, Caherine Mary Doody, James Gerad 
Butler, L. Darin ChaAk, MidMllle Louise Coveyduci, Phylis Davidson, Jonahm R. Dooley, Babara Lynn 
Butler, Maxwell Chauk, Patricia Anne Cowan, Florence Davis, Donna Dooley, Marina Jaie 
Butler, Oive L. ChaAk. Susal Cowan, Garry I. Mc.T. Davis, Edgar LO. Dooley, Patricia Gladys 
Butler, R. Header Cheeseman, Jo&ephne Ann Cowad,M~ Davis, Bmer Wilian Dooley, Sean Midlael 
Buder I Richard A. Cheng. Stephen 11p Ctulg Q>x, Babara Davis, Hudson Holett Domal, Robert F .J. 
Butler, Robert B. Cheyne, Alexa'lder Canpbel Q>x, Gerad Joseph Davis, Phi~ James Dower, Saine S. 
Butler, Robert ctvisq>her Chiasson, Jdln Rain Q>x, Tony Davis, Sacie E. Down~. Bemad Joseph 
Butt Calvin Chin, Voon Hong Craig, Dorothy Clare Davis, Watter Down~. Janes 
Butt Geage c. Ch~an. Craig D. Craig, Mary Thersa Dawe, AJ.J«~ E. Downey, Jdm Janes 
Butt Josicil Ch~an. Uoyd Cranm, Frank Dawe, Edward Haald Down~. Mariyn E. 
Butt M. Bele Chislett. Gail I. Craie, Andrew J. Dawe, Edward Pu Downtrt, Edward F. 
Butt Roger aaence Chow, Harry er .. e. ~J. Dawe, Edward R. Doyle. Janes Joseph 
Butt~ R. Christiai, Stephen Crale, Normal P. Dawe, Geoftr~ Pitlma'I Doyle, Pew M. 
Butttt, Clarence B. Christopher, Eric Joseph Crale, Penelope C. Dawe, Joan D. Doyle, Ruf\ C. 
Butttt, Lonzel Chwcnl, Norma D. Crawt~. John E. Dawe, La.iase () aycott. Deborai I. 
Byrd, Carol Oak, Jciln Creaser, Daryl E. Dawe, Olive F. ()edge, Saai M. 
Byrne, I. Joseph Cake, BeYerley S. Crellin, John K. Dawe, Robert Thomas Dr<7i8r, A. Malodm 
Byrne, John P. aake, Bracl~ John Crewe, ~d M. Dawson, Genf!Mew Marie 0r<7t'8r, Aida'! 
Byrne, Lisa A. Cake, Harold J. Crewe, Jdln S. Dawson, Midleal Edwad ()<7t'er, John C.G. 
Byrne, Patridt A. Cake.Harry.Joseph Crews, Philip Fralk Day, David c. Iliff, Francis 
ttP.jf f trrrmrmrmrmrrrrrr rr r~ Cake, Hazel Daris Crichtal, Sr .. An«ew G. De Rolhschid, Emnood L Iliff, Suzanne M. (Shalnie) Cake, Herbert Marmaci.ike Criktl, ctvistqiler Janes Deal\O'f, Bruce G. llifitt. Marian E. Cabot, Emile Jerane Cake, John L. Croc*er, ~ex Dean. KeYin Rex llibt Margaret R Cahil, Edwad James Cake, Mary J. Crocbr. Joan Finley Deaban Chemical Co. Ltt. DJnn, Ph)ilis M.P. Caines, R. Cake, 0. Noel Crocbr, Uoyd E. Deamess, J. Anthony ~nne. Bernadene C. Calderon, Antonio Manlapaz Cine, Ronald A. Crocbr, Oswald K Dec*er, George S. DJnne, Mary Mueen Cala'la'I, Charles Case, H.J. Crocbr, Ronald Delan81J, Clarence H. DJnne, Paul Marin 
ea191en, Michael Ceal, Thanasila Mary M. Cranhelm, Jcim C. Delaiey, Gail A. llinphy, Janes Robert Calaway, Lisa P. Cine Howl~. Panela Crosbie, Barbara A. Delan~. Robert J. llinphy, Palridt H. Cameron, Margaret Am Coustrt, ctvistine L Crosbie, Colin A. Delaney, Terrence J. tllnphy, PUidt Thomas Cameroo, Robert M. Clouston, Luie Araew Crosbie, Douglas ROOinson Dental Supplies Lki. Oyer, Gladys 
4 Report of Gifts 
Gifts-in-Kind 
45 
Dyke, Alister G. 
Dyke, George Wm A. 
Dyke, Stephen Douglas 
tr~~ttttmrmrrrrrrmrrmrmrrmt 
E.W. Havey Lkt. 
Earle, Claa B. & Fred 
Earle, David C. 
We, Edme 
We, Frederick PalA 
We, George H. 
We, Glaia J. 
Earle, H.R.V. 
We, HaoldW. 
Earle, Hary T. 
Earle, V. Raidell J. 
Earle, YYalne Magaet 
Earles, David G. 
Easman, Wilson 
East>n, Gorda! G. 
Eam, G. Campbel 
Eaton, Margaet A. 
Eddy, Raand H. 
Edga, Jane Fraices 
Edge, Daia 
Edgecombe, J. Maxwell 
Edison, Oooglas James 
Edwads, Oorofly Ann 
Edwards ~~ Vacwn 
8-Hawary, Mohamed 
8 -Twn, Mona Salcil 
Blis, Richad 
Blsworth, Corime C. 
Bms, Thomas Keitl 
Bl>n, Chales L. 
Bbn, Gorda! Oou~s 
Bl>n, Wiliam 
Emberley, Ernestine Gayla 
Emberley, Linda M. 
Emberley, M. Deaina 
Emberley, Ridlad 
Emberley, Roger Gordon 
Emerson, Carolyn J. 
Emerson, lai P. 
English, Aice 
English, Christ~ J.B. 
English, E. 
Ennis, Elizabetl Ame 
Ennis, Theresa May 
Epperly, Elizabetl 
Ernsfog, Pabicia Lynn Tracey 
Escott. Phyllis M. 
Etchegary, Anthony L. 
Etchegay, Leo John 
Evans, Archibald H. 
Evcm, Carolyn E.S. 
Evcm, Geage Wilfred 
Evans, John G. 
Evcm, Paul M. 
r~trrr It r r r r r ttmrrtrttrttt~ 
Facey, Chrisklptler H.W. 
Facey-Crowfler, P.imard 
Fagai, Agl85 P. 
Fagai, Bonavenue 
Fagai, John 
Fagai, W~liam T. 
Fagai-O'Oea, Marie 
Fancey, Everett G. 
Fardy, Jciln M. 
Farmer, Geoffrey H. 
Faseruk, Alex J. 
Feder, Alison 
Feero, P8'er G. 
Feltham, Oeame Lynn 
Femelly, Saidra Louise 
Femelly, Sheila Mary 
Fewer, Joyce Ann 
Flander, Lochleql 
Flander, Winston 
$122,222 
Filalre, PalA 
Filier, Bea~ice G. 
Filier, Y(jiam J. 
Rm, James Joseph 
Fisher, aaence F. 
Fitzgerald, Babaa C. 
Fitzgerald, John G. 
Fitzgerald, Roeemay C. 
Fitzgerald-Lage, Onle 8izabelh 
Fitzpatrick, Edw•d J. 
Fizzard, Gaield 
Alherty, Alice A. 
Ranerty, Clement 
Rmgan. c~ 
Reming, Babaa Louise 
Reming, Derek John 
Reming, Pu Frn:is 
Reming, Sue 
Right ayde 
Right. fflonda K. 
Rowers, Saidra 
Rowers. Trudy J. 
Rygt Canada 
Fodor, Jri G. 
Foley, Josh.la F. 
Foley, Rosaind M. 
Fobs, Lorraine 
Folett, Chales M.P. 
Foltz, Jane M. 
Foltz, NeYin D. 
FooM, Lloyd A. 
Foran, Thomas J. 
FOfbes, Cyril Robert 
Ford, Cecil Owi~t 
Ford, Christq:>her 
Ford-Andersen, Suzame 
Forsey, Osca w. 
Forsey, Robert 
Forwad, Kenneth Bruce 
Forw•d, Nelson 
Fosa, Oaud~ Correll 
Fowler, A«iai J. 
Fowler, Elizabetl S. 
Fowler, Robert A. 
Fowler.Payne, Bsie Annette 
Fowlow, Douglas Selwyn 
Fradsham, Boyce Tennyson 
Fraicis, Linda Jeai 
Fraik W. Horner Inc. 
Fraser, John 
Freake, Juditl May 
Freake, Ruth 
Freake, Sacie 
Frecker, John P. 
Frecker, Maxine Fraices 
Freemai, David 
French, James K. 
French, Robert G. 
Frew, OcMd Alai 
Fripp, Brial H. 
Frost Pua 
Froode, Rita Mildred 
Fruehntl, Sheia Bizabeth 
Fryer, Brian J. 
Fudge, Gen R. 
Fudge, Patricia Maie 
Fudge, Vlloent Bryce 
Furey, Brian F. 
Furey, Seanor C. 
Furlong, Catlerine M. 
Furlong, Erica M. 
Furlong, Robert F. 
tt~~IIIt~f f ttf ff f tf ff ff ff f 
Gabriel, Anflony Michael 
Gagnon, RcbMt Egide 
Ganberg, John Bria\ 
Gaber, Gayle D. 
Gamer, Ber1amin I. 
Gamer, John Midlael 
Gcnrtd, Wiliam R. 
Gaw(, May 
Gay Mahon Vending Canpany 
Ga'8nq, Anne Gerakine 
Gatleral, Josephine Imelda 
GaUey, Patricia Carolyn A. 
Gay, David Robert Pu 
Geerts, Wiliam H. 
Genge, o.liel Chales 
Genge, Douglas 
Genge, Maxine C. 
Geologist Canmittee 
George, Gyn 
GiJbons, M'I M. 
Gibbons, Joiri M. 
GiJbons, John 
Gibbcns, Rex V. 
Gien, T.T. 
Gibert C.ol Am 
Gibert Gen Bary 
Gil, Brent Ridlad 
Gil, David L 
Gil, Derrick E. 
Gil, F. &tmham 
Gil, Jennifer Am 
Gil, Robert John 
Giiam, Judy Lorraile 
Gila'd, Bader Thanas 
Gilespie, Laura 
Gilespie, Mona 
Gili~. M.C. 
Glasgow, Corvad B. 
Glass, Helen Presm 
Gbler, Magaet 
Gogal, Catlerine 
Gogal, Niall J. 
Golding, Pew David 
Good, Bizabeth Rose 
GoodUe, Edgar G. 
Goodridge, A.M. Ted 
Goodridge, Ala'I E. 
Goodridge, Ala'I Frederick 
Goodyea, Annette L. 
Goodyea, Cyril 
Gorda!, Helen E. 
Gosse, Calvin R. 
Gosse, Claence 
Gosse, Earl Frederick 
Gosse, John S.R. 
Gosse, Maie 
Gosse, Trudy 
Gosse, Verena F. 
Gosse, Verna May 
Gosse, Wa'fn8 Haold 
Gosse, We!!Jey 
~.Ruby L. 
Gclld, Matin B. 
Gcllcing, Krk D. 
Gcllcing, Raymond C. 
Gcllcing, Shirley Maie 
Gow, Gerald Wa'fn8 
Graham, David E. 
Grailger, Sharon 
Grainger, Stephen Pa•ick 
Grandy, Beverly Kaen 
Grandy, Kennell Roy 
Grandy, Thomas 
Grant Bruce C. 
Grant Penelope Jean 
Gray, Majorie I. 
Qebneft, G. Artlw 
Green, David C. 
Green, Elizabett Marion 
Green, Florence E.S. 
Green, H. Louise 
Green, J. Derek 
Green, Jaie R. 
Green, Jaie S. 
Green, John Mashal 
Green, Ralph 
Green, Rick 
Green, Robert B. 
Green, Roger 
Greene, Mercedes 
Greene, Randal 
Greene, Wal'9r 
Greenoo~. Susan M. 
Greenwood, Bam.a May 
Gregcry, Ger•d F. 
Gregcry, Main Francis 
Grenier, Robert 
Grewal, KlAjt Sif9\ 
Griffith, Nell E. 
Grifth, David J. 
Grimes, Roger Dale 
Gudas, Virgiria M. 
Guildbds Ltd. 
GtJiver, Thanas CJ. 
GtJiv•. Wayne P. 
GtJiver, Wiliam Joseph 
Guftle, James R. 
Gun.le, Wiliam J. 
Guftle Heam, G-ace Am 
Guy, Winifred P. 
GuzzweH, Gadsmne 
Guzzwell, May 
G)mnaaiun kd HeaM\ &µpment l.inded 
irrttrrrrrrrrmmrrrrrrir r r r r 
Hack, Mohamad mrai 
HacMtt, Gaiarld A. 
Haddara, Mahnoud 
Hmich, Susan 
Hagai, Arnt Maie 
Haley, Michael Joseph 
Halfyad, Cayton W. 
Halfyard, L.uda Bernadene 
Hal, Alai 
Hal, Oooglas 
Hal, Jeremy 
Halett. Boyce 
Halett. Roberta D. 
Halpert Robert 
Hambly, John David 
Hamilbn, Dama S. 
Hamilm, Paul Anthony 
Hamlyn, David G. 
Hammond-Dawe, Sherry Y. 
Hancock, Albert 
Hanlon, Nellie 
Hann, ~cith A. 
Hnl, Mervyn Walter 
Hama. Abdala 
Htmam, Wendy Guida 
Harwal\an, Kai Rich•d 
Haiton, T •esa J. 
Haiton-Orole, Veronica M. 
H•nett. Hubert G. 
Hanett, John D. 
Haiu. Russel 0. 
Harington, Michael F. 
Harris, Jenniier May I. 
Haris, Normai M. 
Harris. Sidney J. 
H•ris & Associates Lkt. 
Hary Cuff Publications 
H•t Hedley M. 
Hart Pu L 
Harvey, Bizabeth A. 
Harvey, Gay E.W. 
Harvey, Leo George 
Havey's Travel Limited 
Hak:her, Lyda 
Hak:her, RcbMt D. 
Hawco, Carol 
Hawco, Gerald V. 
Hawco, Loretta 
Hawkils. Frank R. 
Ha~ins. Maie A. 
Hayes, Donald Edis 
Haynes, Donald James 
Haywad, Baxter J. 
Head, James A. 
Head, ~cholas C. 
Healey, Saine M. 
Healey, Kaflleen Mary 
Healey, Robert J. 
Hean, Ann 
Hean, Mimael J. 
Hean, Philip John 
Heath, Ja~ne S. 
Heddersorl, Rosemary 
Hedges, Reginald Simeon 
Hefford, John Normai 
Hendersat, C. John 
Hendertan, Oorotty Am 
Hendersai, Ktmeti 
H«Mltuy, Mn G. 
Henegtwt, May E. 
Henriewr. John Pai<i 
Heme11ey, Ka;n J. 
Hepcik:h, Maie Yvonne 
Herzberg, Gerard 
Heeeney, Rich•d S. 
Helaach, EJneet Waldern• 
Hewitt. Florence ViU. 
Hewitt. Mabel Maiy 
Hewlett. M.ma E. 
Hilberd, Majorie 
Hickey, PaU 0. 
Hickey, Rebert J. 
Hekman, T. Aa. 
Hicks. Bena-. 
Higgins, Brian E. 
Hill, Bcmy L 
Hill, Maiy E. 
Hili•d, Pu Douglas 
Hili•d, Robert L 
Hili•. Dama I. 
Hilier, Rebert 
Hillier, Veronica 
Hillier-White, Deanne Lynn 
Hilmai, M. Elizabetl 
Hinchey, Midlael 
~nton, Haold A. 
Hiscock, Boyd L 
Hiscock, O•issa 
Hiscock, Donald Todd 
Hiscock, George N. 
Hiscock, Peggy M. 
Ho, Jonsai Wai-Kuen 
Hoti>s, Ronald 
Hoti>s, San<ra D. 
Hodder, Al>ert c. 
Hodder, °'arias Maxwel 
Hodder, James 
Hodder, Kathleen M. 
Hodder, Nelson B. 
Hodgett. Ferriss 
Hogai, Oiale M. 
Hogai, Magaet 
Hogai, Searl Michael 
H~al\an. Edwad Keitl 
H~arld. C.A. 
H~ett. E. Bernice 
H~ett. Gay 
H~ett. Jamie 0. 
H~ingstlJrst Fred 
H~oway, Donald RcbMt 
Haner, F. Garrick 
Hong, Kim E. 
Hood, Kaen L. 
H~. Patricia 
H~. Robert 
Hopkins, Robert M. 
Horai, George P. 
Horan, Tan A. 
. Horick, H. Claude 
Horwood, Alma G. 
Horwood, Graham 
Horwood, T ooy Oooglas 
Hoskins, Am 
Hooosel, Violet M. 
House, Dennis Wade 
House, E. Ja'8 
House, MacKinmh 
House, Raymond 
House, W. Gay 
Howard, ~uelil8 A. 
Howe, Kymil Sharon 
Howel, Emily Susarl 
Howel, El.flice 
Howel, RcbMt T. 
Howlett, Richard J. 
Howlett. Susarl E. 
Howse, Cat A. 
Howse, Claude K. 
Howse, Danino 
Huaig, Shao-Nai 
Huddy, Janes 
Hudson, Colleen Juarlita 
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Hudson, Robert C. 
Huties. Francis Nonnan 
Hups, Joalne 
Hups. John M. 
H001ber, David K. 
H001ber, Rob«t E. 
H001ber, Sarldra Mary 
Hooter, May M. 
Hixd, Eise 
Hixley, Briai Joseph 
Hixley, Gervase P. 
HlXtey, Patrick J. 
Hixley, Stephen 
Hussey, Eric M. 
Hussey, Roscrlne 
~'1\ings, Ambrose 
~ttoo, Ard• S.M. 
Huxter, Robert Harrilgt>n 
Hyde, Robert G. 
Hynes, Darliel Gerard 
Hynes, D~d L 
Hynes, Gerald J. 
Hynes, Helen M. 
Hynes, Howard T. 
Hynes, Wavey J. 
rrtrrrrttmrrrrr~rrmrrrrrrr: 
Idler, David R. 
lich, Olga 
kid er, Dale Albert 
nder, Harry H. 
ngersd~Rarld Caiada Inc. 
nkpen, Gibert F. 
nkpen, Linda L. & Nizar lacl\a 
~fan, Muhammad 
lvany, J.W.G. 
Iv ilflY, Linda E. 
lvany, M. Craig 
lvany, Pe'9r G. 
lvimey, Ruby M. 
~tr~mrrrmrrrrrrrrrmrrrrrmrr 
J.J. Macl<ay Caiada ltd. 
Jacksoo, Herbert H~ 
Jacksoo, ~ J.B. 
Jacobs, Frederik Andre 
Jacobs, John D. 
Jan~fer, Caflerine 
Janieson, Druglas Scott 
Jaies, Barbara-Ann 
Jarles, Eric A. 
Jaies, G. lai 
Jaies, Gadon B. 
Jaies, T.R. 
Jaies, W. Deai 
Jaies--Famel, Parnela Ferne 
Jardine, Oennot Walter 
Jeans, David G. 
Jeans, David J. 
Jenkils, G.C. 
Jenkils, Kennell Guy 
Jerrett, Allan George 
Jerrett, Charles 
Jerrett, Eric K. 
Jerrett, Jciln Mark 
Jerrett Chafe, Ruth 
Jewer, Blair Janes 
Jewer, Donald lee 
Jm,Harry 
Jog, Mandar S. 
John Sal, Ari1.ef 
Jdlnsoo, Phylis Julia 
Jdlnston, K. Briai 
Jooes, David Gadal 
Jooes, E. Sharli 
Jooes, Georgila 
Jooes, Gadon 
Jooes, Helen L 
Jooes, Jooe F.H. & Dalald J. 
Jooes, Russell L. 
Jagensen' Saly 
Josephsoo, Joseph Ect.vard 
~soo. Rob«t L. 
Joy, Shirley M. 
Juvik, Patricia 
6 Report of Gif5 
~tt'-ttrrrrmrrrrmmrrrmmrrmrr 
K & R Auto Service 
KaR. Gtaphics Ltd. 
Kane, KeYin M. 
Kao, Mn9-Hsiung 
Karagianis, Haen Barday . 
Kav~. James Pa•ick 
Kavana~. Ma~een T. 
Keal, Odaes R. 
Keal, Gay E. 
Kearl, Jdrt E. 
Kearley, Alan Cilbd 
l<e4irney, Gary Pa•ick 
Keaing, Dorofly Marie 
Keats, Dmald Rem 
Keats, Dcma 
Keele, Demis 0. 
Keeping, C.ayn G. 
Keeping, Ceci Ect.vard 
Keeping,JOaJlf'le E. 
Keeping, Lialel Melvin 
Keeping, Lymai G. 
Keila, Raence A. 
~. Kaflleen L 
Kelaid, DaWf M. 
Kely, Barbara Lynn 
Kely, Caflerine L. 
Kely, Chrysial C.M. 
Kely, DaWf Grait 
Kely, DaWf Jarnes 
Kely, Doma E. 
Kely, Ect.vard G. 
Kely, John 
Kely, Uoyd 
Kely, Mark 
Kely, t.tdlael J. 
Kely, t.tdlael Jarnes 
Kely, O#en Patrick 
Kely, Ptlby 
Kely-M, Tarnar F. 
Kennedy, Ama Faye 
Kennedy, Josephne M. 
Kennedy, !<l.t Patrick 
Kennedy, t.tdlael Jarnes 
Kennedy, Myles Midlael 
Kennedy, Roan Midlael 
Kennedy, Wiliarn R. 
Kenny, Agles 
Kenny, Shawn Pa•ick 
Kent D~d A. 
Keougl. Joseph R. 
Keougl. Kevin 
Keougl. Loyaa G. 
Keougl, Noel 
Kerr, kl<'I• R. 
Kettl'-"', Elizabefl J. 
Kettle, Nahan J. 
Kiefte, H. 
Kieley, Jar\e Marie 
Kieley, Mary Sharai 
Kielty, Denis J. 
Kiernai, A;dai E. 
Kinden, Arlene EJizabeth 
King, Cart Boyd 
King, Everard H. 
King, Geage Stalley F. 
King, James Rooald 
King, John 
King, Judy Frederickia 
King, Uoyd 
King, Lois Doreen 
King. Lane BC7fd 
King, Margaret 
King, Marpie 
King, Maxwell Scott 
King, Melinda T. 
Kingsley, Ger aid Hayward 
Kirbif, Frederidt C. 
Kirbif, Frederick T. 
Kirby, Gerald E. 
Kirkland, David 
Klas, Leroy D. 
Kne&-Stcne, Barbara Joal 
Kni!tlt. Clarence A. 
Kn9'1t Sarldra L. 
Knit & Stitcta 
Kna1 Phannaoeuticals Caiada 
Kobierski, Karen 
Kryski, Theresa 
Kuester, ~vieme M. 
Kuncbi, V. Rao 
Kunkle, Oiame Marie 
Kwai, Syfvia Vee 
jf f t.tf f jft~rrrrrrrrrrmrrrrtj 
l.aca99e, Bizabeth M. 
Laccu, S-.. K. 
Lafitte, A;den James 
Lafosse, John 
Lafosse, Thomas 
Lai, Tyrone T.L 
Lai'9, ~d Douglas 
lake, Calvin L. 
Lale, Anita Vi't'ien 
l..aJ'le, JoarVl8 
l..aJ'le, KeYin J. 
Lane, Martin 
Lane, Teresita 
l..aJ'lgdoo, Harald W. 
Laurenius. Theodore BerU! 
Lawrence, Otto R. 
Lawtoo, Louis J. 
Layden, Al>ert G. 
L&-Ngoc, Son 
Lear, N. Adriai 
Lebel, Muice 
LeOr•. Lesie 
LeOr•. Valerie Anne 
leOr•' s Express L~. 
Lee, Mey Sybil 
Lee, Fraik S. 
Lee, John J. 
Lee, Lori Anne 
Lee, Wilian C. 
Lefeuvre, Sarah F. 
Leggo, Richard W. 
Legrow, Alan 
Legrow, Geage T. 
Legrow, John F. 
Legrow, Regina6d 
Lehr, Ronald Frazer 
Leica Canada nc. 
Leia, Gooar 
Lemarchait Health Clinic 
LeMesuier, Robert T. 
Leroux, Kinberiy Mary 
Lesw, Tyrcne C. 
Leoog, Albert 
Lfl#ilgb'I, James Art.Jr 
Lewis, Alice C. 
Lewis, Barbara Jean 
Lewis, James 
Lewis, John 
Lewis, John Anflony 
Lewis, Maurice G. 
Lewis, Philip W. 
Lewis, Robert J. 
Lewis, Shirley 
Liepirls, Anc'lejs 
Lily, Margaret krie 
Lim, Chong-Ha 
Linco, Reginald Frn 
Linegar, Derick Gerard 
Littlejciln, Leanne Da a 
Livingstoo Gr<X4> ric. 
Locke, Lisa Roxalne 
Lockyer, E.A. Normai 
Loder, Millicent 
Loder, Pew G. 
L001ond, Oiarl8 Joyce 
lalg, Derek Eugene 
lalgpre, JaJl8 Gadal 
Lcwelaoe, Martin Jciln 
L.cweless, Glem E. 
Low, Cail 
Lowe, Wiliarn Michael 
Luby, Arne Marie 
umrigan, Arflix Raymond 
L.ooc'ligan, Evelyn Mary 
L.ooc'ligan, Harad w. 
umrigan, W~liarn A. 
L.oonen, D. Wade 
L.uscornbe, Briai 
l.JJscanbe, Jd\n 
lush 1 Albert 
lush, Thana 
Lyndl, Sheia M. P. 
It](ttrrrrrrrmrrmmr r r r rmmr 
M.U.N. AkHnni A9oaaian-Ottawa 
Chap..CEN 
Macabe, Waltar H. 
MaceaAJm,Marlene 
Mac0ona6d, Edward H. 
MacOcr\aJd, KaltYyn Anne 
MacOcr\aJd,M.Alne 
MacOonact, Pah:ia C.ayn 
MacDonald, Thom• 
MacOonnell, BeYerfey 
Macf alane, Maty Kahrile 
Macisaac, Brenda M. 
Macisaac, Deborah P. 
MacKay, valiarn Andrew 
MacKenzie, Mark Sheldon 
Mac:Knioo, Alen R 
Mac:Kmcn-0rCNS, Sheilah 
Macl ..... Alexander Jd\n 
Macl _.., Alexander M. 
Macl.891, Berkley Wm. 
Maclelai, Robert 
Macl.eod, Malccin K. 
'MacMilai Bk>edel L~. 
MacNab, 81een 
MacNeil, Alan t.tdlael 
Magure, Cona G. 
Magure, SBla R. 
Mehr, Robert 
Mallarn. Cart 
Mallarn, John E. 
Mallarn, Paul W. 
Mallard, Brian J. 
Malcne, Daniel J. 
Maloney, Aidarl 
Maloney, Catriona M. 
Maloney, Margaret I. 
Maloof, Daeen Marioo 
Maid•. Briai ~d 
Medo, Kaflie C. 
Marlning, Joan M. 
Marlning, Jd\n DaWf 
Marlnion, John 
Mn.tel, Kevil H. 
Mn.tel, Valda Nelie 
Mardi, Peggy M. 
Mardi, Roger G. 
Mardi, Saic'la Jane Paget 
Marcus And Associa8s 
Maritine Law Bed L~. 
Marks, James S. 
Mareut, F.B. 
Marsh, Alai Wiliarn 
Marshal, Fr aic:is G. 
Marshal, H. Dawn 
Marshal, $teplen 0. 
Marshal' Susarl Mary 
Marshal, Wilian 
Marin, ClaJde 
Marin, Cdleen 
Marin, David Thomas 
Marin, Jciln R. 
Marin, Susan C. 
Marin, .i'., Al>ar'I 
Marinovic, Barbara Cl•e 
Marins. Isabel 
Mason, Frederick M. 
Mast•s. ROI/ G. 
Matheson, Jeart 0. 
Matflews, Geage Maxwell 
Matflews, Mary KaHeen 
Mathws, Susan Jane 
Mayo, Ama-Marie 
McCabe, Ri<il•d Geage 
Mc:Cann, Rosanne 
McCatiy, Cyril John 
Mceafly, Dana M.F. 
Mceafly, Frn 
McCarfly, Mu.-i E. 
McCarfly's Pq Ltd. 
McCamadt, S. llnle 
Mc:Camick. .Ua Domiiica 
McCacµ>«We.~ 
Mcelti>in, Rid\ard 
McOCllald, Dnk F. 
McOalald, PaJI JoseP1 
McOalald, Raymond M. 
Mcf alan&-()ay, Maty Oaeen 
McGowai, Ma.rice Daniel 
McGrafl, Barbara Marie 
McGratt, Darin Michael 
McGrafl, James M. 
Mc:Grafl, Paricia M. 
Mc:Grafl, Shiiey M. 
Mc*tnes, Arwtfl# 
McKay, Batbaa J. 
McKay, ~d Douglas 
McKnight !J'l8 Marlene 
McKnight Marnie 
McKcne, Ilana G. 
Mclearl, Margaret D. 
Mcleod, Bruce 
McMaiarnoo, P ..J. 
McNarnara. Craig 
McNeil, Ctds 
McNiven, Calvin t.tdlael 
Meade, Roy 
Meadus, George 
Meadus. Harry Maxwell 
Mearley, Art.Jr Thomas 
Mehaney, Marguerite 
Mellor, Hilary Eve 
Melvin, Kevin N. 
Meres, Ctvisk>ptw Keith 
Meres, Clooey Gadon 
Meres, David W. 
Meres, Frn 
Meres, Gadon G. 
Meres, Gregory Peter 
Meres, Keifl J. 
Meres, Regirlald 
Meres, Rendelt J. 
Meres, Rooald C.J. 
Donor Breakdown by Faculty /School 
Pledges Gifts Donors 
Arts s 22207 s 54420 820 
Commerce 20363 44897 702 
Education 66281 120033 2364 
Engineering 13525 33567 522 
Hon Grad 250 18008 67 
Medicine 19754 86124 384 
Music 400 295 6 
Nursing 7105 11209 247 
Other 6510 30677 315 
Physical Ed 7152 4268 149 
Science 32733 50717 758 
Social Work 6323 4697 140 
Other 3045 15983 105 
Total s 205651 s 474899 6579 
t 
Mercer, Roy Alexander 
Merc:hCllt, Janes E. 
MerrigM-Marjn, Helen 
Mes, Ctwisqiler A. 
Metcalte, Glenn Edwad 
Mews, A. 
Mews, AiSCJl Joan 
Mews, R. Carman 
Michael, Ann E. 
Michael, John A.E. 
Michael, S'8phalie J. 
Michalski, Chesw J. 
Miao Mart Computers ltd. 
Millin, Denise L 
Millin, Edward James 
Miler, Claa G. 
Miller, Eizabeti A. 
Miler, Aaence 
Miler, Hugh G. 
Miley, Reginald Kent 
Mills, Anne 
Mils, Thanas R. 
Milne, Wiliam J. 
t.ttc:hel Agencies ltd. 
Mithcrli, Akber Hussein 
'Mobi Oil CCl'lada 
Modern Pavilg ltj. 
Moffatt MoYing & Staage 
Molgaard, Johannes 
Moo~n. K.A. SiciilCll 
Moo '9vecc:hi, w .A. 
Mook>ya, David R. 
Moo•eal Trust Compaiy 
Mooney, Annette M. 
Moore, AliSCJl J. 
Moore, Edward 
Moore, G. Magueri'8 
Moore, Gay A. 
Moore, Karen Margaet 
Moore, Ralph Douglas 
Moore, Robert K. 
Moores, BriM Gregory 
Moores, F.W. 
Moores, GrMClll C. 
Moores, Julia l. 
Moores, Stalley Edmood 
Magan, JeCl'I 
Magan, Michael Francis 
Magan, Perry C. 
Magan, Ronald Cecil 
Maris, Derrick Geage 
Maris, Boise 
Maris, Phil~ J. 
Marison Hershfield ltd. 
Marissey, BriM 
Moses, Wayne Anflony 
Moss, Glenn F. 
Moss, Sha-an Rolinda 
Moulk>rl, Alice 
Moulton, Edwad C. 
Moulton, P. QJy 
Moyles, R. Gaden 
Mulccily, Kenneth J. 
Mulhall, John J. 
Mullaly, w. 
Mullett, Woodrow Wilson 
Mulligai, Marjn E. 
MUN Almni Bridge Oub 
MUN Biology Society 
Mooaswamy, Karia 
Moon lnSlM'ance limited 
Murphy, Brian Michael 
Murphy, Danial Vincent S. 
Murphy, H.B. 
Murphy, Ma.ice J. 
Murphy, Patricia M. 
Murphy, Paul Francis 
Murphy, Paul Frederick 
Murray, Francis Patrick 
Murthy, GooimullM'a Satyanaay 
Mus'8, Traian Gheorghe 
Myers, David Robert 
Myrick, Thanas 
~IINI~tttt~IWI/I{/f f If tmmmmmt 
Nagy, Lois E. 
Nash, Eva Bidget 
Neil, Elan Mimie 
N4Wile, R. Jam 
Newtuy, Robert 0. 
Newbnlcm & Labrada Hydro 
NewbnlCl'ld Margaine Co. ltj. 
NewbJnclCl'ld Medical As9ociajan 
Newhook, Brenda Lorraine 
Newhook, John F. 
Newhook, Marmaduke 
Newlab Engineerilg Lini'8d 
NMb..rdnt & la.tr~ Aim.mt 
Ng, Che K8ll'lg Phiip 
Nivta Priaa Federal Lbral ks. aia6 n 
Nichols, J. 
Nichols, Robert L 
Nield, Antiooy s. 
Nixon, James Baron 
NotH, Keifl Eat 
Noel, Byran Gay 
Noel, Fraser Leslie 
Noel, Gal 
Noel I ICl'I Edward 
Noel, R.E. 
Noel, Sel>y H. 
Noftall, Francis Edwad 
Nolat, Dermot J. 
NolCll, Midlael 
NolCll, Robert l. 
NoonCl'I, Patrick 
NoonCl'I, Terrence M. 
NamCl'I, ~ Marie 
NamM, Edga Boyd 
Normae, Harison l. 
Namae, Wayne Joseph P. 
Naris, Stephen P. 
Naflcott. Danna 
Naflcott. Judy 
Nam, Ruth J. 
Noseworthy, Eizabefl M. 
Noseworthy, G. Owqlt 
Nosewathy, John A. 
Noseworthy, Lawrence B. 
Nowe, S'9ven Chafes 
~rr~ttrrwtrtrrmmtrrrttrttr 
O'Brien, Alanna M. 
O'Brien, Austit J .. 
O'Brien, Ctwist<lPler P. 
O'Brien, Clae Elizabefl 
O'Brien, Clotida 
O'Brien, OiCl'le E. 
O'Brien, Gerald Frms 
O'Brien, ~ene M. 
O'Calnell, Midlael F. 
O'Conna, Bizabeth A. 
O'Calna, Julia E. 
O'Oea, Aps Ceciia 
O'Oea, Fabian 
O'Dea, John Roche 
O'Oea, Maire 
O'Oea, ShCl'le 
O'Doherty, Joyce E. 
O'Driscoll, Oeborcit Esw 
O'Oriscoll, Paul 
O'Flaherty, FrCllkie 
O'Keefe, Eflel 
O'Keefe, Jam B. 
O'leay, Coleen Marie 
O'Leay, Paul F. 
O'Neil, Mollie G. 
O'Neil, R. Keith 
O'Regan, Seamus B. 
O'Reily, Abert E. 
O'Reily, Henry V. 
O'Rourke, John Micheal 
Oldbd, Roy 
Oliver, Ewat C. 
Orgcn>n Canada lkt. 
Orr, Rona Kaflleen 
Orr, Robin D. 
Osbane, ~ey E.G. 
Osmond, Kevin F. 
Osmond, Michelle E. 
Osmond, StWley J. 
Outerttidge, John Pew 
Outerbridge, Mak Wiliam 
Ozan, Roger M. 
m f )trmrrrrmrrrr~rr~rmr~rrrrr 
Pack, Bary S. 
Pack, Herbert P. 
Pack, PLtssell 
Paddock, Brose 
Paddock-ColbOlM'ne, Ruby 
Padden, Wm. Anflony 
P~ert. Rid\ad Qegory 
Palister, A. Ernest 
Pq, Peter S. 
Padoe, ngrid U. 
Pady, Jefiey B. 
Pady, N.V. Bruce 
Pak. Maxwel W. 
Parker, Janet M. 
Parrott, Lucy A. 
Parott, Stephen Chafes 
Parry, ~ctey 
PaSCJ'IS, Cecil H. 
PaSCJ'IS, Chesley 
Parsons. Datiel AlexCl'lder 
PaSCJ'IS, Ean Janes 
PaSCJ'IS, Edwin L 
PsSCJ'IS, Bizabeth G. 
PaSCJ'IS, Geage 
Pasoos, J.W. Gerad 
PaSCJ'IS, Laurie M. 
PaSCJ'IS, Louise Agnes M. 
Pasoos, Lynda Kaflleen 
Pasoos, Rid\ad Baker 
PsSCJ'IS, Valma F. 
PsSCJ'IS-Pye, Dalas J. 
P0ty, Calvin W. 
Pa'8y, Qentell NamCl'I 
Pa'8y, Paul E. 
P0ty Sr., Ceci Valenjne 
Patton, Douglas Gaden 
Patzold, Raymond R. 
Pauls, C. John 
Paulse, Berfla H. 
Payne, Aice 
Payne, Sarah E. 
Peach, Cyril G. 
Peach, Bsie M. 
Peach I Michelle JoCl'll'l8 
Peach, Rhonda ~ueline 
Peace, Marina Bernice 
Peacey, June B. 
Peasan, John Tobias 
Pea~ Eizabeti Am 
Peatje, Roger 
Peckfad, Lary R. 
Peckford, Sc.cit Dianne 
Peckfad-Johnsoo, Ruby M. 
Pedde, David 
Peer, Mark Ctwisq:,her 
Peet, SuSCll Marie 
Peley, Charles W. 
Peley, Marvin H. 
Peley, Ma.m~en 
Pemtt<M, Eizabeti Am 
Pemell, Arne M. 
Pemel, Charles 
Pemel, Vick>ria P. 
Penney, Coleen 
Penney, Douglas 
Penney, Eileen 
Penney, GenblM'n Thomas 
Penney, H. Ross 
Penney, Jillian M. 
Penney, Nat.an 
Penney, F.C.A., F. George 
Penton, Bcvbaa 
Pepper, Vernon A. 
Perry, G.A. 
Perry Fagan, Lenora Pauline 
PM!Ms, David K 
Peas, Helen R.K 
Peas, Hewad R. 
Peas, John Edga 
P8''8, H. Gay 
Petten, Gail 
Philliws. Jatet 1. 
Akrnri Donations by Region 
Pledges 
Alberta s 5465 
B.C. 2955 
Manitoba 1170 
New Brunswick 6880 
Nova Scotia 6761 
Nfld & Lab 141853 
N.W.T. 1985 
· ontario 31995 
P.E.L 855 
Quebec 1250 
Saskatchewan 1015 
Yukon 175 
U.S. 3292 
Others 0 
Total s 205651 
Phillips, Catierine E. 
Philipa. l.ilda May 
Phy9cal Ecklcalian Class d 1991 
Pidtersgil, J. W. 
Piercey, Doma Elizabefl 
Piercey, Velma 
Pieroway, Olive M. 
Pieroway, Roy Slanley 
Pierson, SWrt 
Pb, Cherry ~ueline 
Pb, Donald M. 
Pb, Kimbertert hne 
Pb, Sheia Bizabett 
Pb, V.aG. 
Plnhom, Allenby T. 
Pilsent, MerV)TI Mark 
~y. Jdln H.C. 
~y. W~liam H. 
Pl~. Allan J. 
Pitdler, E. Roy 
Pitdter, Eric J. 
Pitdter, Jucifl R. 
Pitt Janet E. 
Pi1'11M, Lawrence 
Pizza Deli~t 
Ploup.Cl'I, J. Bruce & Susan Tayta-
PlougtrnM 
Ploup.Cl'I, Mark &Jrfad 
P'AJta. Paul l. 
Pocius, Gerald Lewis 
Policoff, Saa 
Polad, Hecta A. 
Polad, Hilda 
Poole, Gay Paul 
Pope, V. JoCl'I 
Paw, Edwad Louis 
Paw, Grace l. 
Paa, Roger Bernard 
Paw, Willian 
Pollie, Jeaiette A. 
Poood-ClM'tis, Trudy 
Powel, Anna M. 
Powel, C.W. 
Powel, Debacit A. 
Powel I Frri Alex 
Powel, Wiliam David Uoyd 
Power, Pa•ick Dermot 
Pratt. Marion E. 
R'ecBa1 Clb Furi.le & ~ 
Price, Mu John 
Price, Jal8 Elen 
Price, Joseph 
Prince, Margaet Anne 
Prik:hett. Bernice Paricia 
Prik:hett, Margaet R. 
Proc:at Desi~ Limited 
Psychiatric Aftiia'9s 
Puddes'8r, Harold James 
Puddes'8r, J. Gweny1h 
Pl.Mad, Edwad 8efwyn 
Pwdlase, David G. 
Puxley, Mary Jate 
Pye, Caol Louise 
Gifts Donors 
$17366 179 
14710 120 
3430 36 
6696 78 
16121 211 
308504 4798 
2450 35 
72387 882 
1588 25 
5575 63 
1895 20 
525 5 
20097 114 
3554 13 
$474899 6579 
Pym, Gsield A. 
rrJ~IIttmtttrttr trrrrrrmmm 
Oian,Jailua 
Quin, Judy Oaeen 
Ouim, Edwsd J. 
Ouinmn, M. Susan 
r~r;:r rrrrrrrrr~rr~r rrrrrrr r~ 
R.l. Fultm Equipment ltj. 
Rabb, Karen Marie 
Rafael, MCl'jnho 
Rcital, Jam P. 
Rcital, Midlael F. 
Raines. Gaia I. 
Ralph, Gadon W.J. 
Ralph, Rosalind R. 
Ralph, Roy J. 
RCl'ldel, Eric 
RCl'ldel, H. Faith 
RCl'ldel I Jesse D. 
RCl'ldel, Joseph 0. 
RCl'ldel, Tony C. 
Rao, V.S. 
Rayment. Michael T. 
Readon, Maxine P. 
Reocord, Ross 
Redco ltj, 
Reddy, Paul P. 
Recmond, Paula Marie 
Rees, Svfvia Maria 
Reeves, William G. 
Rehse, P• Hugo 
Reid, Donald Uoyd 
Reid, Emest G. 
Reid, Howsd Stephen 
Reid, James 
Reid, John Ehtt 
Reid, John Ric:had 
Reid QJcit, Babaa Lym 
Reid, Ross 
Rendel I Donald Scott 
Rendel, Edwil W. 
Rendel, Jennilar Main 
Reusswig, Nancy-Lim 
Reux, Marcel J.V. 
Reynolds, Caleb D. 
Reynolds, Elizabefl L 
Rice, Allis*9r H. 
Richads, David V. 
Richadson, Geri 
Richw, SusCll H. 
Ricketts, Dominic J. 
Rideout, Donald E. 
Rideout, Fad J. 
Rideout, Roy PresDl 
Ridgley, Edwad Sinm 
Riggs, ~amin Geage 
Riggs, Philip C. 
Rissesco, Thanas P. 
Rixan, DapMe L.oUse 
Rcti>ins, Betty M. 
Rotals, Cal Winston 
Report of Gifts 7 
Robbins, Gloria T Ndy 
Robbins, Maxield H. 
Robbins, PM8r Salfad 
Roberts, Al>ert H. 
Roberts, Am E. 
Roberts, Benjamin H'9t 
Roberts, Chales A. 
Roberts, Denis M. 
Roberts, E~a Kezictt 
Roberts, Gldas 
Roberts, Kenneth B. 
Roberts, Patrida M. 
Roberts, Fttooda Hazel 
Robilsat,Scott 
Robilsat, Syt.;a Dais 
Rome, Al~ed J. 
Rome, Ass.mpta M. 
Rome, Masha A. 
Rockwood, Dorotiy 
Rodgers, Charles Raldolph 
Rodgers, Emiy M. 
Roebohrn, Saldra Ruth 
Roebotlai, Clen 
Rogers. B. Wa'fM 
Rogers, Glenn 
Rosales. Teocbo 0. 
Rose, Derek Mi~ 
Rose, Eat 
Rose, Jucilh Paricia 
Rose, Linda M. 
Rose, Maian J. 
Rose, Ramona M. 
Rose, Raymond W. 
Rose, Wiliam T. 
Roskil, Rici 
Ross, Abraham 
Rotay CU> of St. John's Nalhwest 
Roul&-Blandle, Dorinda M. 
Rowe, A.T. 
Rowe, Alan M. 
Rowe, Chester H. 
Rowe, Edward 
Rowe, Terry G. 
Rowe, W. Gary 
Rowe, Wiliam Nei 
Rowsel, ~ent Owen 
RQlfle, John 
RQlfle, Robert 
Ruelokke, Violet D. 
Rllllbdt, Brian Ralph 
Rllllbdt. Reginald J. 
Russell, Frazer W. 
Russell, Janet ()a 
Russell, Jeanette M. 
Russell, I.ma 
Russell, Patricia S. 
Rusted, Anthea P. 
Rus'9d, Ian E. 
Rutherfad, Douglas Edward 
Ryan, Aidan F. 
Ryan, Betl Kieley 
Ryan, Gerald A. 
Ryan, Gerard Francis 
Ryan, Harad J. 
Ryan, James J. 
Ryan, JosePl P. 
Ryan, May Louise 
Ryan, Pierre C. 
Ryan, T.J. 
Ryan-Devereaux, Rosalind J. 
Ryan-Gomer, Madoma L 
Ryan-Makle, May K.E. 
~tt$.f tmrrmmrmmmmmrrmrrmtttr r 
Sabex r.ternational (1980) lkt. 
Saaey, Barbara D. 
Saaey, Eciti Jane M. 
Salman, Wiliam J. 
Sampati, lhula 
Saldoz Canada nc. 
Sanger, Majorie 
Saooders. Bruce F. 
Saooders. Derek E. 
Saooders, Marguerite S. 
Saooders, P. Eal 
Savage, Gary W. 
Scanmell, Arh.ir R. 
8 Report of Gifts 
SoeWu, H. Peart 
Sd'°8I ibefv' B. Mn 
smww. Cynlia 
Scott. E. ,J.., 
Scott. Elizabet! O.L 
Scott. Gerald F. 
Scott. Hefbert c. 
Scott. lean•d E. 
Scott. Maian l.C. 
Scott. P* J. 
Seabrodt. Wiiam 
Segal, H.J. 
Segovia. Jorge 
SeHs, &uce 
Sen, P\mima 
Stria, Dale G. 
s..;a., George R 
Sedan, Edward P. 
s.ty, Suzll'IM 
Shaffer, Mark Ross 
Shlrp. Dorot.y Canclsh 
Sharp, Fidwd Gem 
Sharpe, s..phen 
Shaw, Magaret Aps 
Shm#yer, &uce 
Shen, Rdand D. 
St.WI. Daniel G. 
Shepherd, Helen Parton1 
Sheppard, Ardli>ald F. 
Sheppard, Bem.d R. 
Sheppard, Douglas B. 
Sheppard, Douglas &a 
Sheppard, Eric Douglas 
Sheppard, M. ~uelile 
Sheppard, Ne19al G. 
Sheppard, Sarah 
Sheppard, Sharon M. 
Sheppsd, SWa Elandle 
Shields, Douglas C. 
Shimn>, Jed 
~. Jolrl E. 
Shat. Gerald P. 
Shat. R~ 
Shat. w. Bruce 
Shatal, David G. 
SMI, Noel B. 
Siis, An«is 
Sinmons, David Grerwile 
Sinms, Harry f3er1amin 
Sinms, Heather 
Sinms, Kem l. 
Sinms, Ph~ G. 
Sinms, R. Gregay 
Sinms, Rd>ert J. 
Sin~. S.P. 
Sin~D'I. Dareen 
Sin~D'I. 9leia M. 
Sinha. B.P. 
Sinnal. Anne L 
Sinnott. Jdrt R. 
Skarles, Darlald 
Skarles, Glen 
Skarles, Susan 8izabeti 
Skilner, Alan J. 
Skimer, BeUah Jean 
Skimer, Che9ey J. 
S&aba. Jerry 
Slade, Marie F. 
Slade, Rosanna 
Slaney, Kennett H. 
Slomovic, Allan Raymond 
Small, Wiliam 
Smith, Artu P. 
Smith, Barbsa Maie 
Smith, Brenda 
Smith, Ceci Randell 
Smilh, Darren Robert 
Smit\, David H. 
Smith, Editi E. 
Smith, Frri R. 
Smith, James Wattne 
Smith, Jocelyn M. 
Smith, J(1fC8 
Smith, Kat W. 
Smith, Kathleen M. 
Smith, KeYin E. 
Smith, MeMn J. 
~. Ptiip E.L 
Smith, Renee L 
Smith, Rd>ert Jctin 
Smith, Wertftt Lynn 
Smith, Wiliiln A. 
Snelgrow, Charles Edwin 
Snelgrow, Roy W. 
Snow, Bailie Denise 
Snow, David R. 
Snow, Margaret 
Snow, Rebert K. 
So, Brian Hwl9-Piu 
Sodey. OaPn Kay 
Sod8'f, Herbert R. 
Sod8'(, Ho.•d J. 
Sq>er, Qv;teapher UC¥f 
SouhxJtt, Jdrt An«flll 
Souhfard, Blaile 
SpRes. Evelyn E. 
Spskes. Hubert Wiliam 
Spskes. larl 0. 
Sparkes. Ratin 
Spencer, CMsq>her Boyd 
Spencer t Dareen 
Spirnrf, Mary Calherine 
Spaddin, Mary A. 
Sp.rel, PMroe A. 
Spney, Eugene F. 
SqWe, James B. 
Squire, Richard C. 
Squires, ...,.J. 
Squires, s. JomN Sr•. EslMf E. 
Staoey, Barry Joeeph 
Staoey, Blair James 
Staoey, Brian D. 
Staci, Rd>ert P. 
Saanley, Gai Oeniece 
Stanley, Halcum H•dd 
Starcher, Barbsa 
SWes. Iris Bernice 
sav-.y, Ame1e 
s.ae. Gregay Main 
s... Mary F. 
s.ae. v.~ 
S-.s, LeaC. 
s.in, Alan R 
S'9ntabd, ~Wm. 
SWlens, Alen 
S~8'f. Glenn E. 
Sble, Barry F. 
St>octey, Canla e.t.a 
St>rey, ~ 
Smy, Keifl 
Say, Janet S. 
Swe, Matgaret A. 
Srain, Darlna D. 
S'9ain, H.J. 
S'9i~ald. f\.issell T. 
Srong, Cat W. 
Srang, Robert D. 
S.owbridge, Gordie SWlen 
Stowbridge. Smnuel L 
Sryde, Sherman J. 
Silddess, 8va 
Silfge, Cecil G. 
Silrge, Edwil Ciftai 
&Dali, McNmed Farouk 
&Alivan, Mtu M. 
&Alvan, &endan J. 
SUiivan, Gerald W. 
SUivan, Kai M. 
SUiivan, lO'fOla J. 
SUiivan, May Magaret 
SUiivan, Thomas Joseph 
SUiivan, lewis & Whi'8 
&mm.rs. Tmofly 
Suhrt1f, Pua Marie 
Sulis, Donald A. 
Swamidas. Arili 
~. Douglas Harry 
Sweetn's Limited 
Swilden, Harad Seal 
Symonds, Gadon Wa'f08 
Symonds, Hardd Mtu 
Szvetw, Denes 
ltttiltttJfjjJltrrrjrmrrmrrmrm 
Ta«os,~W. 
Tam, Chq-Sing 
Tap., Jlllioe l. 
T arm, l.eaAie 
Tawnor, Anh:nt James 
T ayla, Boyce H. 
T ayla, Boyd J. 
Tayla, Charity 
Taylar, F.G. Kaifl 
Tayla, Hardd Emllt 
T ayla, Robert Dougla 
T ayla, Shela C. 
T.., DMI Artdrf1# 
Templetl'I, Arne C. 
TemP*l. David S. 
Templebi, Isabel 
Templeb\, J. &uce 
T~.John F. 
The German Cklb 
Thi .... W. Wayne 
Themas. Gacbl w. 
Thamu. .... 
Thamu, Trewr John 
Thcmey.ahiel~ 
Thcmey, PU 
Thclnpson, A. Keifl 
Thamp9on. Frederidl 
Thamp9on, Geolrey B. 
Thamp9on Bartel. ~ 
Thams, PIMA Frank 
Thamsm, Barry John 
Thane. Reginald M. 
Thaml, Palriaa M. 
Thbo, Perry Midlael 
Tberius. Fidlard G. 
Til«, .k .. Samuef Alted 
Tiley, Bert 
Tiet/. Ecifl Marina 
Tle>f, Rd>ert 
Tikam, Joy 
Tam, Wiliam C. 
Toms, David Wflll 
Tam9Clls, Sandra 
TaraW., Aaence Mary 
Trask, Laura M. 
Tremblett. Gwen J. 
Tr~ett. Mimie 
Trickett. CMsb 
Trotter, Marc W. 
Tse, James C.H. 
Tuck•, Alllr'i G. 
Tuc:Mr,W. WCf/08 
T uinmal, Jaap 
T• PerryTmy 
T'*. Vdet M. 
Twner, ~enda C. 
Twner, David 
T . P411HN Bizabetl wpn,~L - .. . TwJin-~.E~ 
~IIQ~rrrrrrm  rrrrrrrrmrrrmm 
Ullyot. Ivy Loma 
Ulima9ast Data Canm"1cations ltd. 
lf m1rrrrmmrrmrr mmr rmrmr mll~f f j~i 
Valis, Walter George 
Van NoUand, Timotly &uart 
VanJy, Laraine 
VanJy, Monique M. 
Varicat. ~ T. 
Va'*i•. Themas R. 
Vavat1JU, Gerald R. 
Vaze, Danodar V. 
Vei'*i, Mary V. 
Veiktt, Noel A. 
Verge, Lynn 
VetW, Mril Jdrt 
VetW, 5'lphen W. 
Vienneau. Jocelyne Marie 
Vncent. Beanae L 
Vl9dn, Maty 
Vivian, Cea'! R. 
Vivian, Frederi~ G. 
Vivian, Maxine C. 
VOCM Racio Nld lkt. 
VdMy, Marlyn Joan 
Vos. Evert C. 
fjffJfjfflltttlfffjff111lfllffflm 
w. G. Alexander Ud. 
Wadden. Pu J. 
Wadden, R. Nix 
Wade, Karen E. 
Wakeham, Grnm V. 
Wakeham, Ruti K. M. 
Wakeham, V. Marilyn 
W~.JohnC. 
Wal!.•, Jovce Am 
Wall, Calin F. 
WrM, EsWe 
Wallace, Ronald W. 
Walsh, Derrick J. 
Walsh, Desmond J. 
Walsh, Omlna M. 
Walth, Palrida Msgset 
Walth, Sharan Elzabeti 
Walters, Winstlan A. 
Warehmn, Artu Robert 
W•eham, Hardd l. 
W•eham, Msgset Frances 
W1tr, Donald J. 
Wan, Garnet R. 
W1tr, ~Nitce 
W11ren. David 
W1tren, Gerald ~ 1 •r 
W11ren, Gerald W. 
Wanen, Ptilip J. 
Warrilgtl'I, Ridl•d J. 
Watemura, Dennis C. 
Walkils, Wil>ert 
Watson, Jarnes Htbert 
Wals.JIAm W••. Ursja Barbara 
Wllf, AIWl 
Wllf, Barry 
Wllf, Jel-8'f Clyde E. 
Wek:bs, Marie C.mne 
Wegenut. ¥Mam G. 
W~t Wiiam G. 
We91t B. Jocelyn 
Wells,~ 
Weis, Brenda M. 
Wells, Donald A. 
Weis, Fred 
Weis, Heahr Evangeine 
Weis, John Wiliiln 
Weis, Judy Linda 
Weis, Mary 
Welshman, Roy C. 
West End Bacrics Ud. 
W8*ol. Valerie Josi 
Whalen, Angela F. 
Whalen, Bem.d 
Whalen, Brian P. 
Whalen, Dareen Myrte 
Whalen, Naman Joeeph 
Whealon, &a H. 
Wheeltr, Haold J. 
Wheeltr. Jolrl M. 
Wheel•, Lome B. 
Wheeler, Olo E. 
Wheeler, Terry A. 
Whelan, JcM Rmald 
Whilen.~ 
Whitten, Malk Anflmy 
Whde, 8izabeeh A. 
White, George H. 
White, Gerald A. 
White, Htbert P. 
White, James Ndan 
White, J•ame M. 
White, Maty 
White, Pua Mueen 
White, R. Keifl 
Whitele'f, Miam H. 
Whitewllf, W. Evan 
Whide ~others Limited 
WD.s, D. Bradbd l. 
W9't Rd>ert D. 
Wiarl9ky, Juciti 
Wiarl9ky, fttonda 
Wiarl9ky, Sonia 
Wiker, a.hara 
WilUns. Robert Danino 
Wilians, ChristDpher 0. 
Wilians, Edga R. 
Wilians, G. Rat 
Wilians,Joan 
Wilians, Ross T. 
Wilians, Wa'JftfJ David 
Wilis, Genda 
Wilson, Gage Hanbing 
Wilson, Keith B. 
Wilton, MoWa M. 
Winsor, Clifford Hecley 
Winsor, F. &uce 
Winsor, Katheryne E. 
Winsor, Susan W. 
w.n.r. G. Keifl 
Wimer, Jl.ne G. 
Wiseman, lester 
Wolinetz, StMln B. 
Women's Associaion of MUN 
Woo, G'ace l.X. 
Wood.~ 
Wood, Shiley A.R. & Ehl 
Woodbd, Gerakine 
Woods, Midlael Joeeph 
Woaridge, Roderic* w. 
Wr9lt Marie S.E. 
Wri~t Malyn Ann 
Wyefl Limited 
~111rrrrrrrrrrrtmrmmrmrrm1m 
Yeboah, Daniel 0. 
Yeman, Lesie H. 
Yeman, Shelia A. M. 
Y~. Patrici 
Y~. Philp Desmond 
Yak, Juie Dane 
Youden, Kaen E. 
Ya.ng, Jcrnes 
Ya.ng, Jessie M. 
Ya.ngt.Jsband, H. Ban 
Yule, Lua May 
~r r i~r r r r r r r r mrmrmrrmrmrmrr m 
Zahn, Frank 
Zaslow, Maris 
Other Donors 
~rr!.rmtttmrrrrrrm rrmm mrrrm t 
Abbass, Mary Elaine 
Abbott, t.khelle Frances 
Abbott, Douglas 
Abbott, Kaen f.m 
Aboulazm, Azrny Fouad 
Adlaya, K'rida K 
Adams, David R. 
Adams, Magaet 
Akman, Noel 
Alc:oci, May Elen 
Alexson, Callerine Maoela 
Allan, Patricia L 
Allen, Sylvia M. 
Allen, G.W.O. 
Al'8erl, Lawrence 
Alywad, Diana Marie 
Amos, Jean R. 
Andersai, Olga 
Andersai, Pa.11 Chesley Jcrnes 
Andersai, Timothy 
Andersai, C.olyn E. 
Andersai, KR 0. 
Andersai, M.M. 
Andefson, Andr• 
Anderbl, Sit¥1e 
Andrews, Robert G. 
Andrews, Peter W. 
Andrews, Tony S. 
Andrews, Joanne G. 
Andrews, Midlele M. 
Andrews, Janet M. 
Andrews, A. Suzanne 
Angel, Midlele Jeannine 
Anthony, PaAlle Jnce 
Arltle, Kem Joeeph 
Ante. Leo Francis Jam 
~. Keifl Wiliam 
Andi, Beam M. 
Anncu, James S.S. 
Arnold, Paul 
Amott. Ecbuid 
lncol, Donald George 
lncol, INn David 
AnNchm11n, Alruun v. 
litwllf, P;mela 
Nit, c. Jll 
Alh, S)Ma f.m 
Nit, Chris H. 
Allci'tlon, Oreila Mag.et 
Alki't1on, Bernice 
Aalmlic SdM>ol of Thedogy 
AIWood, Dayl Robert 
Mwood, Paul G. 
~.Mei Ung 
~.Jin 
~.Jcm 0. 
Aucai\,Jane 
Aucai\, Doreen Maie 
Auger, Reginald 
Aulin, ShU'I J. 
Awrf, Pamela Rmane 
Aylward, Rosaliid Sheila 
Aylward, R. Bruce 
Aylward, Gervais Jerome 
Aylward, F. Geolery 
A'(le, Oaeen 
~ff If f ff ff f ff fr r ftrrr r r~tt 
Band B Sales Lini'9d 
Babb, Howad Edwad 
Badoock, Vic:taia M. 
Badoock, Sheree Lee 
Badoock, Eleana L 
Badcock. Ja~ 
Baicie, Gail Eizabefl 
Baley, Regina R. 
Baley, Princ:ilene M. 
Baley, Rayrnood Thomas 
Bailey, Geotey A. 
Baley, Gina 
BMd Eaai, Bizabeth J. 
S.d, Sll.t Sheridan 
BMd, Sheri-lee Daris 
BMd. MoWa Catileen 
Bajzak, Denes Edga 
Baker, Panela Lai 
Baker, Raymond J. 
Baker, Craig Symey J. 
Baker, Lesiw SB'iley 
Baldeh, Mansajang 
Baldwin, Sylvia Cala 
Bal, Glenda B. 
Bal, Peter M. 
Bal, David Kennech G. 
Balad, Stephen 
Balodis, ~ 
Balodis, Main P. 
S.am, Lalmalth Jack 
BUan, Gitjanand Peter 
Balsaa, Aspi 
Balsam, TNdy Malene 
Saban, Ancreas 
Barbcu, Geral<ile Frances 
Barbcu, Rat E<isat 
Barbotx, Stephen A. 
Batbcu, Heather E. 
Barfoot, John Claence 
Barker, Robert J<iln 
Barker, Kem Midlael 
Bamad, Joanna Mary 
Bames, Spencer Jcm 
Bames, Patricia M. 
Bames, Jacd:> G. 
Bamett, K'mberty 
S.nh•t Anne Maie 
Barre, Kevil Wilfrid Joseph 
Barrett Robil Claytoo 
Barrett Jean Eizabeti 
Barrett Robyn Emest PaA 
Banett Wllian Gage 
Barrett Erle G. 
Banett Charles R. 
Banett Edwad C. 
Sanon, Jam L 
Banon,J. Leonard 
Barry, Jeanene 
Bartlet, PaU G.C. 
Bartlet. laetla Dell~ 
Bartlett, Wilian G. 
Bartlet, Cat\erine Charlotte 
Bartlet, Kem Ralph 
Bartlet, Catierine C. 
Bartlet, JcM Clement 
Basha, May 
Batstme, R. Eugene 
Batstane, Mwld., 0. 
Batt«1on, Main Jonaflan 
Ba"'sta. Junm s. 
ee., Roderic* Fabian 
Beak>n, Mailyn R. 
Beatiier, Regina Am 
Beaucage, S~Yie 
Beaudoil, Jerome 
Beci. Donna Maia 
Belalger, Janice M. 
Belin, Terry V. 
Bellin, Edgar 
Belin, a.baa Ber~ 
Belin, Bruce Maxwel C. 
Bel, Caflleen L 
Bell, AndrfJll J. 
Belany, Wilian J. 
Belelu, Beveriey Gail 
Bemister, PaA L. 
Bennett. Nelson 
Bennett. Kimberley Midlele 
Bennett, Thomas Walter 
Bennett. Sharon M. 
Bennett. Geris May 
Bennett. Donald w. 
Bennett. Jl.ne Kaen 
Bennett. 0lx9as F. 
Bemett. I. David 
Benait-~~an. Maie 
Benoit Ronald J. 
Benoit, Meliida Anne 
Benoit Kennett J. 
Bensai, Midlael A. 
Benson, Robert J. 
Ben1on, Annie ?.Jfl 
Bensai, Annette Marie 
Benson, Karen 0. 
Berkshire, .k., R. Genn 
Besen, Andre Gerard 
Besen, Melissa Lai 
Bessey, Joai M. 
Best, Magaet M. 
Best. Lewis R. 
Best Anita Maud 
Best, 0ol9as F.S. 
Best. Jcm Daninic 
Beverly, Ct.rtis Gaden 
Biddad, Margaet 
Biggin, Ridlad L 
Bil•d. Ralph A. 
Bird, Deris 
Birmilghan, Kennell Edwad 
Bisailon, Jean A. 
Bishop, Gay Porter 
Bishop, Herman C. 
Bishop, Gary A. 
Bishop, Robert B. 
Bi~Kendall, J~i M. 
Bishop, Oaodly E. 
Bishop, David 
Bishop, Beverly 
Bishop, Derrici Janes 
Back, Linda Eizabefl 
Badunae, Wiliam V. 
Baoonae, JI Bizabeth 
Badunae, E. Joan 
Backmae, Deborah 
Backwood, Peter J. 
Backwood, Eleaza 
Backwood, Ct.rtis W.,e 
Bair, Chafes E. 
Bake, k'a 
Banchad, Sandra Patricia 
, Band\•d. Arlene H. 
Banctie, PUne A. 
BWldon, Lisa OM 
Eluidcri, WiNm H. 
BWldon, Edgar 
Boetwn, Marina Chisine 
Boland, Ka., Marie 
Boone. lane c. 
Boone. Chrish Denile 
Bocrle, Cnig ~ 
Boll. Phytis 
Bowaw HOUie Canmittee 
Bowering, Frederick Anthony 
Bowdring, Janet Marie 
Bowering, Reginmd 
Bowering, Heber 
Bowering, E. David 
Bowering, Cordel Keift 
Bowers, GeraAd Clake 
Bown, Charles We8f 
Boyd, Cyntia 
&adtuy, Miicent 
&adtuy-Whi•. Carolyn G. 
&adtuy, Mark Gerald s. 
&adtuy, Margset Rote 
&adtuy, DaMd Wlhd 
&adtuy. Gerwcte Georgna 
&adtuy, C.ole 
&acley, Joan A. 
&ab, Jatce Ame 
&cinder, Joanne 
&ants, Woldemas 
&aye, P. Lynn 
&azil, Naeen Ame 
&ed<ai, Glwyneti Goomidge 
&eeci, Kaen Jean 
&ennan, Donald Palric:i 
&ennan, Cally Nadine 
&ennan, Christina Marie 
&enai, Vincent David 
&ett-Wiliams, Eizabefl 
&ett Oaodly Anne L 
&fJller, K4win J. 
&idgeman, May C. 
&idger, Ann E. 
&idger, A. Bary 
&illet, Patsy 
&inson, Lisa May 
&iltain, CMstina wine 
&oders. Hel., Mary 
&odie, Wlian B. 
&odie, Nancy J. 
&akenshire, Howad J. 
&akenshire, Enid G#endaline 
&omley, Magaret Bien 
&~. Donald M. 
&~.Mac &ent 
&own, Majaie 
&own, Linda Laraine 
&own, L«M 
&own, May 
&own, Rat A. 
&own, Wlian C. 
&own, Trava Charles 
&own, K'mberiy f.m 
&own, Midlael J<iln 
&own, Coleen Derise 
&own, Donald W. 
&own, llanne Uy 
&own, Kevil S. 
&own, Edena Vvane 
&own, Deborah Am 
&own, Emma 
&own, Gtegay Qw., 
&own, Keifl Craig 
&own, Frank W. 
&uce-O'Ccmel, Magat P. 
&uce, Janet M. 
&uce, Theresa M. 
&uce, M. Eizabeti 
&ooeaJ, Peer Angus 
&ushett, Donald Alai 
&ych, Feicia Patricia 
Bubenik, Marcela 
Bubenik. Vrt M. 
Budla't, David 
BudQnpm, Magaet M. 
• 
Buciinpm, Herbert J. 
Budde, Pahi Gregay 
Buddey, Est. 
Buddey, Jdw1 Fld\ard 
~. Ric:Nrd Fr-*in 
Budgell, Dorotty 
Budgell, Dawt George 
Budgell, Wiiam C. 
&Jehler, Keay A. 
Buel, DcNld 
Bugden, Karen T. 
Bugden, Frederidt Craig 
Bulgin, Jofta Bruce 
Bulgin, tiley R. 
Bui, C'(ll W. 
Buloci, Valerie 
Buloci, Main Joeeph 
Bungay, Ka., Louise 
Bungay, Heidi Jonle 
Burden, Sttwn lJ(7fd 
Burden, Frederic* RU>en 
Burgees, Gary N. 
Burke, Brian G. 
Burke Houle Ccmmilee 
Burley, Majaie E. 
Bi.now, Robert AJar\ 
Burry, Gail Mirna 
Burry, Panela Maie 
Bursey, Rochty G'ant 
Bursey, ~ Nelson 
EUsey, J. Ame 
Burt, Robin 
Burt, David G. 
Burt, M'(ltle H. 
Burt, Dale Laraine 
Burt, ~Aarie C. 
Burt, Dcma Lauise 
Burton, Dawt Rat 
Btrt>n, Albert ~ 
Burton, Malene B. 
Bussey, Jane Annette 
BuSWJ, Douglas 
Butnf-D<Nrty, Geraldne Mary 
Buler, Thomas Jensen 
Buler, Sheila 
Buler, Wilin P. 
_Buler~ake. Midlele M. 
Buler, o.Md J. 
Buler, /.me Marie E. 
Buler, Randel H. 
Buler, Natale Y. 
Buler, Donna Susan 
Buler, David Jcm 
Buler, Ew., H. 
Buler, Gaden W. 
Buler, Maiana Ceine 
Butt, Karen F. 
Butt. Phylas 
Butt, Glenda Malyn 
Butt, Wilian Gage 
Butt. Arh.ir Sidney 
Butt, Eric W. 
Butt. AndrfJll 
Bui, DaMd Fergu1on 
Butt, Edward 0. 
Bulal, Vicki o.lene 
Bulal, Nancy 
Bulal, Nelie Deloris 
Bulal, Cheryl Lynn 
Byrd, Dennis 
Byrne, Ro<iigue G. 
Byme, Linda-Mae Hazel 
Byrne, Brenda Derise 
Byrne, Katileen Elizabeth 
rr~crrrmrrmrmrr r rrr rrrrrrr 
Cable Al.-itic he. 
Cabot. Jacquelyne Laetta 
Caciga'I. Noel Gerad 
Caciga'I, Jcm Rd>ert 
Cacigan, Am Maie 
Cacigan, a.baa f.m 
Cail, Fred Joeeph 
Cail. Chales Francis 
Cailes, Danielle 
Cailes, Cliftad &ian 
CalNr\, Midlael 
Report of Git~ 9 
Calci\cl't' Carol Am e&.ke, Phylis Cabett. JOilRle M. Dart, GarWd A. Downey, Majaie 
Calat, Bizabeti e&.ke, Donald Boyde Cabett. JM'I Maie Davis. Mc.get G. Downey, Cynthia 
Cameroo, A.E. Masl>n cine. Dcma Eizabett Cabett. Francis M. Davis. Msgot Dee L Downey, Anlhooy J. 
Cameroo, Jucith Ame Clarke, Mc.ion Louise Cabett. Pua c. o.wis. Lima Bele Downey, Cyri J. 
Campbel, Peggy Louise e&.ke, Hida Mary Camier, Patricia E. Davis. Larence How•d Downey, PeW J. 
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PCMer, Louis Alexander 
PCMer, Gertrude L 
Power, Jadde G. 
Power, Leonard Frms 
14 Report of Git~ 
Pover, Jd1n J. 
Povers, ~via M. 
Povers, Kenneth c. 
PO'Jf'W, Adele e.t.a 
Preetm, l.ildsay Cl•ence 
Prestcn, Kem T. 
Prestm, James W. 
Prezioei, Lee Jcm 
Price, Bele L 
Pridham, GiliCl'I Eizabef\ 
Prin, Thomas 
Prinmer, Howard N. 
Prior, Nancy Jean 
Pritchttt. Fraiie 
Proudfoot. Lerna A. 
Prowse, Jmnes M. 
Prym, Jerry 
Puddeeaer, Francis S. 
Puddeeaer, o.;d C.B. 
Pudd.W, Bernadene A. 
Pudcisw, Louis M. 
P\.mph'ey, Peggy May 
Pl.reel' Ralph Gerard 
Pushie, C.ol A. 
Pye, Frank 
Pye, Alson 
Pye, Da\1d Wayne 
Pynn, Myrlie 
rt~Q.IIf ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f f~tr 
Ouann, Arleen May 
Q.iick, BriCll t.6chael 
Q.iinlan, Jerome 
rr~tf rrrrmrrtrrmrrrrrrmrrrm 
Rahal, Theresa M. 
RahmCll Briduiel, Dana A. 
Rahrt, Milie 
~. Mcueen E. 
Ralph, Jocelyn Maxine 
~.JanesS. 
Randell, Doug 
Randell, Bonnie Chri~ne 
RClldell, Austin Stephen 
Raymaid, Robert W. 
Read, Ida 
Read, Frances 
Read, David Alexalder 
Redden, Barbaa 
Reddy, Shaai Maie 
Reddy, Satti Srinivas S. 
Redmaid, Gregay J. 
Redmaid, Douglas 
Rees, Terry ShClle 
Rees. Alvin 
RegU•. David F. 
RegU•. SuSCll Ruth 
RegUa, lvCll P. 
Reidl, Gerad 
Reid, Wayne 
Reid, Shirley E. 
Reid, Maley 
Reid-White, Betty 
Reid Sweet Ltd. 
Reid, o.ine Anne 
Reid, Mailyn Jean 
Reid, Oaytai Bruce 
Reid, Debor~ c. 
Reid, Elwood J. 
Renaud, G.y L 
Renaud, Brenda L 
Rendell, Susan Bizabeth 
Rendell, Walw B. 
Renouf. Maxwel 
Re~efte, Ruth M. 
Reynolds, R. Brian 
Reynolds, Carol Bea•ice 
Riactt, Oaofly Wordsworti 
Rice, Oaytai HJ. 
Ridlards, Katiryn M. 
Ridwds, Lilian 
Ridlards, Howad 
Ridlads, M. Augustus 
Ridlards, Gary Robert 
Ridwds, Gordai E. 
Ridlards, Eric F. 
Ridlards, o.tene Dale 
Ricketts, Chafes a 
Ricketts. Raidolph J. 
Ricketts. Bane Peat 
Rideout T. John 
Rideout K.en '"' 
Rideout Gary M. 
Rideout Abrmn W. 
Rideout ~ueline Ruth 
Riggs, Magaret .ble 
Riley, Thomas E. 
Rixai, Biab David 
Roach, Gary w. 
Roach, Bracley David 
Roach, Evelyn 
Robbins, R. Bary 
Robbins, Wilbert J. 
Robbins, Raiald Troy 
Robbins, Glenn E. 
Rd>bins, Anne F.N. 
Roberts, PllA Symey 
Roberts, Perry H. 
Roberts, Sam Wiliam 
Roberts, Terrence M. 
Roberts, May Susa"I 
Roberts, Kathy kit 
Roberts, Al., 0. 
Roberts, David N. 
Roberts, Heather 
Roberts, Joseph w. 
Roberts, U.e 9'dous 
Robinson, WCllda M. 
Robinsai, Jdln J. 
Radle, W~iam J. 
Rodlesw, Catherine Raia 
Radway, C.R. Wayne 
Roebothal, D. Wa'fn8 
Rogers, P.Ua Jessie 
Rogers, Yvaine G. 
Rogers, Midlael 
Rogers, Geraldine 
Rogers, Ctl.lrenoe Wiliam 
Rolfe-Boliva, Gloria Saine 
Ronayne, Daina M. 
Roome, Ju<iti F. 
Roome, L. Rebecca 
R~. Albert D. 
Rose, Kaen Lym 
Rose,JO'f 
Rose, Susan 
Rose, Robert J. 
Rose, NCllcy Pa•icia 
Rose, J0ime P. 
Rose, Anne Maie 
Rose, Gerald Wayne 
Rose, Grcilam Wayne 
Rosenberg, Teya 
Rosenberg, Horace D. 
Rosenberg, '"'a M. 
Ross. Melvin 
Rossiw, Thomas J. 
Rossiter, Annette Maie 
Rossiw, Lloyd 
Rowe, W. Glenn 
Rowe, Biol Hooter 
Rowe, Eric 
Rowsel, Rodger Scott 
Rowsel' Joan 
Rowsel, Dianne Joan 
Rowsel, Catherine Louise 
Royal CCllaciat Colege of Organists 
RSP Construc:tiorl Company Ltd. 
Rubia, Geradine 
Ft.imbolt Wayne 
Ft.imbolt DClliel Gerald 
Ft.issell, Sherry Ecith 
Russell, Judy 
Russell, Jcm M. 
Russell-Chipp, Mary-Lou 
~ssell, Verna Yvaine 
~ssell, Bertha Bizabeth 
~ssell, David M. 
Ft.isse!I, JacXsoo 
Russell, Jdln Haris M. 
Ft.it., Ect.vad Uewelyn 
Ryal, Magaret M. 
RyCll, Robert FrCllcis P. 
RyCll, Leslie F. 
RyCll, Loretta M. 
Ry.,, Wiimn F. 
Ry ... Lawrence J. 
Ryan, 5Nllnan 
Ryan, Sntra Marie 
Ryan, Mary 
RyCll, Cahrine Msy 
Ry ... Bonita J. 
Ryan, Denis Joseph 
Ry ... Da\ald w s. 
RyCll, Jciln F. 
RyCll, Hannah Msy 
RyCll, Kaen 
RyCll, Raiad Midlael 
RyCll, Theresa M. 
~f f$.fitf tftfII~tttttttf f t~t 
~. Marji 
Sanms, Lisa ~ene 
Samms, Glenn Jcm 
Sampati, Stew c. 
Sampat\, Niels M. 
Samson, Florence Georgina 
Samson, Alwin W. 
Samson, Albert M. 
SaldemCll, GiliCl'I A. 
SClldem.,, Edward 
SCllbd, Magaret 
SCllsane, Babara Georgna 
S.gent-Frank, Elen Theresa 
S.gent Mil~ed Joseptine 
Saunders, Robert Wayne 
Saunders, Tracy David 
Saunders, Philip David 
Saunders, Sharon Magaret 
Saunders, Gordai L 
Saunders, Lynette C. 
Saunders, Madge 
Savai, David 
Savidon, Clyde Joseph 
Savcuy, George Robert 
Sayers, Magaret LM. 
Scammel, Eva Edwina M. 
Sceivcu, Janes Dale 
Soeviotx, PalA Gadai 
Schloss. Brigitte 
Sc:hoield, Berha Louise 
Sdvier, kit Cornelia 
Sc:hlAslad. c. Kati 
Scott. Mark Alexander 
Soolt, May c. 
Scolt, May K. 
Scott. Margaret A. 
Soott. H. Clyde 
Scott. Annelle Et.el 
Soolt, Coleen SolCl'lge A. 
Seaward, Michael H. 
Seaward, lvCll R. 
Seek, Sara Louise 
Sellars, Oooald E. 
Sequeira, PalAelle M. 
Sexbl, Maina R. 
Shalow, Wiliam M. 
ShamsuzzcwnCll, Kazi Md 
Shap'9r, Peter E. 
Shap'9r, May Mid\8'8 
Shatpe, Maia Zita 
Shape, Andrew C.V. 
Shave, Jmnes Edwad 
Shaw, SCll~a 
Shea, Josephine 
ShNlCl'I, Da'la Maie 
Sheas, Gary M. 
Shears, David A. 
Sheppard, Susan C. 
Sheppard, Robert E. 
Sheppard, .k., Matk R. 
~d. Verna Peal 
Sheppard, May F. 
Sheppard, Peggy L 
Sheppard, .JosePlne May 
Sheppa'd, Bracley Thomas Hary 
Sheppa'd, MorQCll W. G. 
Sherric:k, Michael F. 
Shone, Oaeen Gertrude 
Short. Lloyd G.M. 
Short. Gloria Mae B. 
Shortall, Baile M. 
Shortal, David Ard• 
Si>bald, Janet Anne 
Simmonds, Robert E. 
Simmens, David Che9ey 
Simms, Sr., Douglas C. 
Sinms, Ada E. 
Simms, Len 
Simms, Colin Gerad 
Simai, Marina T. 
Simpson, Robin 
Simpson, Rebecca May 
Si~. Vijay 
Si~. Birendra Nall 
SingleDi, Maureen GeneYieYe 
Sinnott Mid\. Marie 
Sisooe, Michael A. 
Skinner, <Jenda K. 
Skinner, Lisa Mu., 
Skinner, Oaitene Myrtle 
Skirvilg, Pu D. 
Slade, Hubert R. 
Slaney, Eizabeti 
Slaney, Kristy v. 
Slattery, eam.a M. 
Small, Stephen Jcm 
Small, l.eanad J. 
Smit., Kaen Lym 
Smit., Kenneth w. 
Smit., Kc.en Bizabeth kt1 
Smit., Moya C. 
Smit., Wilimn George 
Smit., T. Grci\am 
Smit., Ronald w. 
Smit., JoCll Eizabeti 
Smit., Harold 
Smith, Angela 
Smit., G. Keiti 
Smith, Chrisq,her A. 
Smit., Byrai Da\ad 
Smit., Oaudine Mary 
Smith, Eizabeti Anne 
Smit., Emma 
Smola, Terri Rose 
$ne9'0Ye, Vernai R. 
$ne9'0Ye, Keith D.E. 
$ne9'0Ye, Ema Sizabeth 
Snow, Paul Wilian 
Snow, Roderick Chales 
Snow, Harold J. 
Snow, Catherine kt1 May 
Sauticol, Rita M. 
Sparkes, R. Wayne 
Sparkes, Lori OiCl'le 
~CadeA. 
Sparkes, Jciln 
Spencer, Uoyd &,<rai 
Spencer, David Frederick W. 
Spicer, David J. 
Spitznagel, GerMwa A. 
Spackin, Rochelle M. 
Spackin, Janice M. 
Spurrell, Terrence Scott 
Spurrell, G. Ridlard 
Spurrell, Mid\ael Walw 
Squarey, Arh.ir Janes 
Squires, Pa•icia Am 
. Squires,. ai&n a 
Squires, Moya A. 
Squires, Ramaia R.I. 
Squires, Gerald C. 
Squires, Lorne E. 
Squires, Malcdm 
St. George, l<8Yii 
St. George, Ant.any Edward 
Stacey, Alhd J. 
Stagg, Melony G. 
Stagg, aaence 
Stamp, Bizabeth A. 
Stantuy, Agnes Maie 
Stank>rd, A. R~nald 
StCllley, Ernest J. 
StCllley, Saine M. 
StapleDi, Reg & Grace 
Starkes, Magaret A. 
Steel, Deba&tt Ame 
S'9eves, Bizabelh L 
S'9eves, Donna M. 
SteeYes, Alen 
S9'enson, Thanas J. 
S91enson, Midlelle Mary 
SB#art Gaden F. 
Stewart Ame Eizabell 
SB#art Bonnie Sal<Wa 
Sick, Hilda 
Sinson, Shirley Maie 
SH, Jalet E.W. 
Stitt Leslie Anne 
St*es, Gerald R. 
Sme, Paulette Derise 
Sme, Gibert 
Sme, Nathalia M. 
Sme, Gerald 
Sme, Edward W. 
Sme, Bary Mimael 
Stipp, Maialne P. 
Sbyles, Joan Mainda 
s.-qemae, Maitlald L 
Sratbd, Veta Maia 
S.-atai, Bien E. 
Stratton, Saa ~ 
s.-atai, Darren Craig 
Shtai, Clifbd Paul 
S.-ickland, Todd W. 
Stride, Maxeen A. 
s.-ong. Thomas 
s.-ong. Geoffrey s. 
Srong, C. 
Sroud, Gina 
s.-owbidge, Sheila Darlene 
SkJckless, Nama Ja~ne 
Stuckless, Harry Alexa'lder 
SkJckless, Frederick R. 
Stuckless, Augustus P. 
Suge Gibbons, Cheryl W. 
Suge, Peggy 
Stjles, Ronald E. 
Suek, Gerald A. 
SUey, Edwina J. 
Sulival, Sheila B. 
Sulival, Verna T. 
Sulival, Ronald J. 
Sullival, Terrance G. 
Suaival, Mary Catherine 
Sulival, Gerarda M. 
SuUivan, Jefrey Angus 
Sulival, Lark R. 
Sullival, Nicdette Maie 
Sootmers, Pabick T. 
Soolmers, Elizabett R. 
Sutton, aarence Gerard 
Sutton, Carl W~liam 
Swairl, Darrell H. 
Swanson, Eric 
Sweetapple, Rose J. 
S~and. Maxwell 
Swyer, Bden M. 
Swyer, Julia M. 
Sylvestre, Jean-Q.iy 
Symes, W~&am G. 
~}r trnrnrnrrrrrrrnrrrrrrrmrrmr 
Taaffe, Gregay 
TalabalY. Khasraw F. 
Tam, Peter 
Tapper, Harry 
Tapper, Anita Graoe 
Tarralt Daina Noella 
Taylor, Robert Paul 
Taylor, Rodney Darrell 
Taylor, W.H. Ral~ 
Taylor, Wiliarn 
Taylor, t.tdlael KM'I 
Taylor, Ka!Neen C. 
Taylar, Abraham 
Taylor, CaMn Harvey 
Taylor, Cea1 
Taylor, Karen E.lai'8 
Taylor, Kay 
Teed, Dalald Gadon 
Tekcal Management Lkt. 
Temple, Pau Douglas 
Temple, Owenddyn Gail 
Temple, Bizabeth B. 
Templetal, Kemeti A. 
Templeb'I, Jarlet 8eanar 
Thi>eault Karen L. 
Thomas, Pamela Margaret 
Thomas, ~Win L 
Thomas, Cynthia Jest 
Thomas, Gerald 
Thomas, DUc:ie 
Thomas, Derek 
Thompson, Paul Frarleis 
Thompson, Mid\ael D. 
Thompson, Peter Ma~toe 
Thompson, Robyn G. 
Thompson, Maie A. 
Thompson, Bernard Robert 
Thompson, Krista Lym 
Thatun, Robert J. 
Thortun, Bai>ara 
Thortun, E.P. 
Thorne, Ltwi James 
Thorne, &uce 
Thorne, John M. 
Thanhil, Wiliam F. 
Thanhil, Foster 
Thanhil, Edward &uce 
Thanhil, Clyde George 
Thanley, Peter A. 
Threlfall, William 
Ttulow, VVa'lne 
Tibbo, Philip George 
Tiler, Richad Wade 
Tiler, Kinberiy 
Tiley, Noel K 
Tipple, Robert H. 
Tipple, Lolise G. 
Tit>n, Jeff 
Tobin, Lisa Derise 
Tobin, Gary Geage 
Tobin, Oaeen Mary A. 
Tom, Wing 
Toob'l, Jo-Ame B. 
Tooavile, Michael Gadon 
Tral, Ti"I Long 
Traverse, Philip David 
Traverse, Karen Maie 
Tremblett, May C. 
Tremblett, Harold 
Treslart, Errol Gadon 
Trc:M, Sidney 
Trc:M, Jooe 
Trc:M, Nita Diane 
Tse, Noel Val Kee 
Alurmi Gift Counts by Dolla Groupings 
Gifts 
Less $ 25 
$25. $ 49 
$50. $ 99 
$100 • $149 
$150. $249 
$250. $349 
$350. $499 
$500. $999 
$1000 & Greater 
Frequency 
726 
1082 
1121 
948 
430 
170 
66 
105 
62 
15.4 
23.0 
23.8 
20.1 
9.1 
3.6 
1.4 
2.2 
1.3 
4710 100.0 
Tsui. Al art Yip Oleoog 
Tucker, Katen L 
Tucker, Jliarl Gaye 
Tucker, Wa'ffWJ Joseph 
Tucker, Tara Laraine 
Tucker, Rex W. 
Tucker, Oaotiy 
Tucker, ~~t Rolarld 
Tucker, Glaia Dearlna 
Tucker, Jarlet Lynn 
Tucker, Laraine Joy 
Tuff-Baker, Jarltcie M. 
T ijk, RClldel Scott 
Tijk, .k., Reginald 
Toy, Dawn 
T~.Jessica 
T~. Angela Marie 
T l6ner, Chrisk>pher 
Tl.fJin, Sr., Robert Benjamin 
T l.fJin, Elen Bizabeth 
Tl61e, Irene B. 
Tusko, C. Frank 
T wyne, Ronald Wilis 
rr~vrrmrmtrrrrrmmrrrrrrrr~r 
Vailanccut Faill Eizabell 
VairMos, Mildred C. 
Vallis, RO'f W. 
Val Allen, Neil 
Vart de Pal, Robert Wilem W. 
Vartdervime, Judy 
Vardy, Rhonda Maie 
Vardy, Susan Michele 
Vardy, Hartf\M May 
Vatcher, Rosemarie 
VaJ~. Leo Dennis 
Veitd'I, &ian Joseph 
Vender, Ronald B. 
Verge, Healler Darnell 
Vincent Maion R. 
Vincent MJ. Boyd 
Vincent Pearce Lewis 
Vincent Beryl M. 
Vincent Lisa Gaye 
Vincent-Vardy, Elizabell Glenda 
Vincent Olristopher John 
ViSCOU'lt Gregay c. 
Viviart, Mark David 
Viviarl-Book, Lynn 
Vdm{, Darrodl W. 
mmmw.rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrmmrrrmm 
Wadden, May Magaret 
Wadden, Maie T. 
Wadden, Paricia E. 
Wadden, Augustus 
Wadden, John Terrence 
Wacland, G. Todd 
Wagg. Roxartne Salma Joy 
Wakeham, May 
Wa#Aer, Jennie Brenda 
Wa#Aer, Peter Robert 
Wa#Aer, Jarlet Maie 
WaJ, Dal E. 
WaJ, Sarda L. 
Wal, Sharon Am 
Walsh, Magaret Mary 
Walsh, Mago Gaye 
Walsh, Maeve Rull 
Walsh, Narcissus Gerard 
Walsh, Pa.-icia Madcma 
Walsh, Janice Baine 
Walsh, MicNel Jdm 
Walsh, Helen Majela 
Walsh, Beaton Joseph 
Walsh, Albai 
Walsh, Brenda Delaes 
Walsh, Briart 
Walsh, Paul E. 
Walsh, Donald J. 
Walsh, James t.tchael 
Walsh, Sheila Carol 
Walsh, Sherry Lynn 
Walsh, Sheila Joalne 
Walters, Carrie P. 
Walters, Robin VaJ~ 
Walther, Banabas Joseph 
Ward, Jeny Vincent 
Ware, MicNel James 
Warehan,8izabett 
Warehan, Judy Vdet 
Warehiln, Alfred B. 
Warbd, .bift K. 
Wrioo, Ramn 
Warr, Qurie 
Wan, Dawid A. 
Warren, A. Craig 
Warren, C. Keifl 
Warren, Darlene Lynette 
Wanen, Stephen A. 
Warren, Valerie Roberta 
Wflnflfl, Scott Wilfred 
Wflnflfl, Pu Frederic* 
Wflnflfl, E.lcWed W. 
Wflnflfl, \Wsan 
Wa9, Vasnin 
Wasneier, Hans A. 
Wasneier, Mime 
Wakils.Payne, Rhanda Nale)' 
Watsai,KaHeen 
Waler\, .Jacqueh RWy 
Wais, Edw•d W. 
Wais, Gwenddyn Role 
Webb, Leia OvislN 
Wfl:ber, PUick W. 
Weir-Heffernan, Janice E. 
Welman, Lori Lynn 
Wells, Jean 
Wells, Jarle Robyn 
Wells, Katen Gail 
Wells, Avice K. 
Wells, Gale Roxanne 
Wells, Amb'oae 
W~ Uri'8d Oll6~ Sera Char 
W~ Uri'8d Olw~ Women 
w~ Mens Serva Club 
Wesrope, Bizabeth Dawn 
Whalen, T81rY BO'jd 
Whalen, Yvaine Shirley 
Whalen, Jacqueine May 
Wheatat, Wayne F. 
Wheeler, Oeba&tt Anne 
Wheeler, Ralph 81iol 
Whelan, Midlelle E. 
Whelan, Sarda 
Whelan, Timolhy 
Whelan, May J. 
Whelan, Looane 
Wheiarl, Cynllia A. 
Whelan, George P. 
Whelan, James H. 
Whitten, Alfred Martin 
Whitcombe, Harold 
White, Craig T ayta 
White, Cecil D. 
White, Daiei G. 
White, Dawid c. 
White, Bonneta 
White, Bracley John 
White, Debora 
White, Linda P. 
White, Lemard S'8phen 
White, Mid\ael Dwayne 
White, Sarda M. 
White, Shawn Lee 
White, Sharon A. 
White, Kimberly Am 
White, Kmberiey Dawn 
White, Hilda I. 
White, George F. 
White, Howard L 
White, Hyaanll Ame 
White, James Mashal 
White, Sllphen Edward 
Whitehouse, Briarl 
Whiteley, George c. 
Whiteway, R. Keiti 
Whitmae, Mark 
Whitt, Morl8'f Eugene 
Whitten, Reginald E. 
Whitten, Wa'ffWJ Joseph 
Whitten, Jdm J. 
Whitle, G. Paul 
Whitle, John Frederick 
Whitt/. Briart Ger•d 
Wicks. Bewrl8'f A. 
Wicks, Craig Rc0n 
Wicks, Barry l..ea1 
Wt~. John D. A. 
Wi~t. Pu Harvey 
Wi~t. Snta Lorrane 
Wi~t. Lena Melilda 
Wilde, Bai P. 
Wims. CatMriie Rase 
Wilems, Winrifred BomeHa 
Wiliams, Phiip 
Wiliams, S. Joyce 
Wiliams, Sham Rid'lard 
Wiliams. JNrN C.A. 
Wiliams, Oaolhy Jean 
Wiliams, Baila Franca 
Wiliams. Darryl Arftw Brant 
Wilis, Glenn abray 
Wilis, KaHeen E. 
Wtlsa\, Pu 
Wilson, Jnit Maie 
Wilsa't, Wayne D. 
Wilson, Baljt Kaw 
Wilson, Al .. ed P. 
Wilton, 8izabeth Lucy 
Winsor, Ada .U. 
Winsor, Velie Qegay 
Winsor, t.tdlele Cynthia 
Winsor, CJen Rev 
Winsor, Fraser Neil 
Winter, Gadon A. 
Winter, Sharron G. 
Winter, 8izabeth Sharon 
Wiseman, Gale 
Wiseman, Eieen M. 
Wiseman, Maie Ja'8 
Wiseman, Craig Dari 
WikM', Eric R. 
Witters, Mary 0. 
Wqna, John Artdlf1# 
Wolle, Wa'ffWJ G. 
Woog, Kai Shen 
Wood, Al>erta Almger 
Wood, John Fred 
Wood, Frederick &uce 
Wood, Wiliam C. 
Woodbd, Ardew Michael 
Wooctand, Geot8'/ Bruce 
Wooctand, Robert Charles 
Wooctand, Frazer E. 
Woomnart, Came 
Woomnart, Frederic* Robert 
Woodtow, May &idget 
Woollitt's Art Entetprises 
Waslold, Alexartder Scott 
Walhmart, Howard S&anley 
Wr9't AAb8'f 
tttttt~tf ff f tf ff f If ff If If f~ 
Vartkee Poilt Limited 
Vebnart, Carmelita 
Vetrnart, Eizabeti JOil1 
Vebnart, Hazel F. 
Yetrnart, H. Keill 
Von, Paula E. 
Vouden, Oeba&tt Una 
YOUlg, Jennitar M. 
VOUlg, J.O. Roydon 
VOUlg, Karen Lym 
VOUlg, Demis J. 
VCU1g, Kafltme E. 
VCU1g, Harvey F. 
VCU1g, Imelda M. 
VCU1g, Keith Gaden 
VOUlg, Todd Randell 
VOUlg, TMence P. 
VOUlg, T81fY Lym 
VOUlg, Paricia M. 
VCU1g, Pea V. 
VOUl~, Lynda Jane 
Yu, Miriam 
Yoo, J<iln Woo-Sup 
r~r zf jf rrrr r r~f jf r rrr r rrrrrm 
ZMina. Ruta D. 
Zwa, Lynn t.ticti• 
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Can You Think of an 
Easier Way to Support Memorial? 
Apply for the Memorial University Bank of Montreal Mastercard® card. As part of a special 
arrangement, a percentage of every purchase you make using this card is returned to Memorial. 
Features include: 
• $12 annual fee waived first year 
• worldwide acceptance & ABM access 
• and much more 
If you'd I ike to give us a hand, 
please complete the application below and mail to: 
Bank of Montreal 
P.O. Box 7200 
Place d' Armes 
Montreal, Quebec 
H2Y 3X8 
MasterCard MasterCard Application 
Please print clearly and complete in full. ME CN 
0 Mr. OMiss 0 Dr. First Name Middle Initials Last Name Date of Birth 
0 Mrs. 0 Ms. I I I I I 
Present Address Apartment Number City Province Postal Code 
I I I I I 
Years at Present Address Own Rent Other (specify) Monthly Rent or Mortgage 
0 0 0 
Previous Address if at a present address less than 2 years Years at Previous Address 
Area Code Home Telephone Area Code Business Telephone Send Statement to Correspondence 
0 Home 0 Business 0 English 0 French 
.. You may already hold a Bank of Montreal MasterCard card and we invite yoo to apply for this card. in add1t1on to that MasterCard card. However. should you wish to cancel 
your existing Bank of Montreal MasterCard card and replace 1t with this new card. 1f issued. please fill out the 1nformat1on below and sign where indicated. Upon approval 
of this application. your ex1st1ng MasterCard accoont will be closed and aM outstanding balances transferred to your new acx:;ount. 
~an~ ob M~ntrealb 1.--s j,,_1 ,--9 ,--,--,--,--,....--.j....--.j....--.j....--.j,..........,j .......... j---.j___,j___,j Customer Sianature (Appltc.tlon muat alao be ned and d8ted below.) as er ar num er 
Name of Present Employer Number of Years Present Occupation Gross Monthly Salary Other Monthly Income 
Present Employer's Address 
Previous Employer 1f with present employer less than 2 years 
Previous Employer's Address 
Marital Status D Single 0 Separated Spouse's Name 
0 Married 0 Divorced 0 Widowed 
Name of Spouse's Employer 
Employer's Address 
Name of Nearest Relative 
not Irving with you 
Address Apartment Number 
Name of BankJF1nanc1al lnst1tut1on 
City 
City 
Branch Location 
City 
$ $ 
Province Postal Code 
I I I I I 
Number of Years Previous Occupation 
Number of Dependents 
excluding Spouse 
Number of Years Spouse's Occupation Gross Monthly Salary 
$ 
Province Postal Code 
I I I I I 
Relat1onsh1p 
Province Postal Code 
I I I I I 
Transit Number if known 
ACCOUNT NUMBERS 0 Chequing 0 Chequeable/Sav1ngs 0 Savings R.R.S.P, Term Deposit 0 Business Account 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
CREDIT REFERENCES 
Creditor Name 
Home Mortgaged By 
Make of Automobile 
Address/Location 
Estimated Value 
$ 
Year 
Loan/Account 
Number 
Mortgage Amount 
$ 
Province 
Original Amount Balance Owing Monthly Payments 
Amount Owing 
$ 
Maturity Date 
Dnver's License Number 
The undel'Slgned or each of them, 1f more than one, certifies the 1nformabon furnished in this applicabon to be true and correct, requests a Bank of Montreal MasterCard affinity card and renewals or replacements thereof from time to time 
at the Bank's discretion, requests a Personal Identification Number (PIN) in order to allo.v use of the card in Bank of Montreal lnstabank units and, 1f available, other automated banking machine systems, requests the services available 
from time to time to holders a Bank a Montreal MasterCard affinity cards and understands that separate agreements or authorizations may be requiroo 1n order for the undersigned to obtain or benefit from arrt such service and a::kno.vledges 
that some of the services are supplied by firms independent of Bank of Montreal and Bank of Montreal assumes no liability in respectthereof; by signing below accepts u notice In writing of end consents to the obtaining from 
any credit reporting agency or any credit grantor such Information u the bank may require It anytime In connection with the credit hereby applied for; consents to the disclosure at any time of any information concerning 
each of the undersigned to aJlf credit reporting agency or credit grantor with whom any of the undersigned has financial relations; if a card is issuoo, agrees to abide by the terms and conditions of the Bank of Montreal MasterCard affinity 
card Cardholder Agreement accompanying the card, agrees that the annual MasterCard affinity card plan service charge in effect from time to time• is for the card and for the other available plan services and will be billed directly to the 
MasterCard affinity card account. If an additional card is requested in spouse's name, each of the undersigned agrees to be jointly and severally liable for indebtedness incurred through use of cards issued and authorizes. through use 
of such cards, deposits to and withdrawals from Bank accounts designated by either of the undersigned. This card Is only mlllble to Canadian Rnldents. 
APPLICABLE IN PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ONLY: It 1s the express wish of the parties thatth1s agreement and any related documents be drawn up and executed in English. 
II est la volonte expresse des parties que cette convention et tousles documents s'y rattachant s0tent red1ge et S1gnes en anglais. 
·current charge available on request. Annual charge as of January 1992 is $12.00. 
Signature of Applicant Date Signature of Spouse if additional card required Date 
Tom Barnes Memorial Alumni 
Scholarship 
At a meeting of the Clarenville 
alumni chapter, Stephanie Denty, 
daughter of Fred and Phyllis Denty of 
Clarenville, was presented with the 
Tom Barnes Memorial Alumni Schol-
arship. Diagnosed with cancer when 
he was 15, Tom finished high school 
and completed three years at Memo-
rial before he died on March 29, 
1988. He was the son of Stan and 
Marie Barnes of Clarenville. 
Left to right: Baxter Marsh, Colleen McCarthy, 
nursing student and first winner of the Marilyn 
Marsh Alumni Scholarship, and Marilyn Marsh. 
Alumni Award for Excellence 
Again this fall, the Dr. S.M. Blair 
Memorial Alumni Award for Excel-
lence was presented. 
Brad Morey, St. John's, Term 5 Engineering stu-
dent, accepts the Blair Award from Lynda Par-
sons, assistant director, alumni affairs and 
development. 
The Tom Barnes Memorial Alumni Scholarship 
presentation at Clarenville, left to right: Cal 
Cole, Stephanie Denty, Marie and Stan Barnes, 
parents of Tom Barnes 
Marilyn Marsh Scholarship 
A new scholarship for nursing 
students was established last year by 
Baxter and Marilyn Marsh. 
Engineering scholarship 
Jameson Stuckless receives the Term 3 Electri-
cal Engineering Scholarship from alumni presi-
dent Liz Reynolds. + 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
General and 
Academic Books 
Publicati.ons by members of 
the University community 
Placement of 
Special Orders 
University Crested Items, 
Stationery and· Sundries 
Bookstore Hours: 
8:30 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
For further in.formation, or prices, please 
contact us at the following address: 
Bookstore 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Queen Elizabeth II Library 
St. John's 
Newfoundland 
A1C 5S7 
(709) 737-7440 • 737-7441 
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Alumni Here and There 
Boston 
Alumni from Massachusetts got together for a brunch at the Harvest Restau-
rant in Cambridge on February 2. The function was organized by Tom Poynter 
who chaired the event. One of the highlights was the attendance of Dr. J. 
Horace Faull, who taught chemistry at Memorial College 1932-34. He has 
many fond memories of Memorial and St. John's which he shared with those 
alumni present. By the way, representatives from Memorial were not in atten-
dance because they were stormbound at Halifax airport for two days. Perhaps 
next time! 
·.: ... ... - _d.i It ) ......... 
Attending the parents meeting in Labrador West were, left to right: Rob Shea, student affairs; Dr. 
Sheila McGree, Community College instructor; Dr. Michael Collins, general studies director; Bar-
bara Martinovic, chair, Labrador West alumni chapter. 
Parents meetings 
Alumni chapters have again been 
very helpful in organizing meetings 
for parents of young people wishing 
to attend Memorial or one of the 
regional campuses next year. Meet-
ings were held in Gander, Grand 
Falls-Windsor, Clarenville, Goose 
Bay, Lewisporte, Labrador and 
Marystown. The university team 
included Dr. Michael Collins, director 
of General Studies; Joe Byrne, Office 
of the Registrar; and Dr. Brian John-
ston, director, Student Housing; and 
a representative of the Alumni Office. 
Dr. Jaap Tuinman, vice-president 
(academic), accompanied the team to 
Central Newfoundland. The purpose 
of these meetings is to give informa-
tion about the university and its pro-
grams and to answer any questions 
or concerns. It appears these gather-
ings provide a positive service to par-
ents and potential students as well as 
to the university. We thank alumni 
for assisting in this way! 
Left to right, seated: Mary Kay Macfarlane, Wayne Ludlow, President May, Liz Reynolds; standing: 
Ken March, Sonia May, Pat Cole, Peggy March, Glen Dicks, Cal Cole, Paul Wilson. Missing from 
photograph is Ray Rose. 
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Alumni director Kevin Smith and Dr. Faull 
pause for a photograph in front of the Harvard 
Faculty Club in Cambridge, Mass. 
Alumni executive 
Alumni executive members and their 
spouses had dinner at the home of 
alumni president Liz Reynolds follow-
ing an all-day meeting in February. 
Guests for the evening included Pres-
ident Arthur May and his wife, Sonia, 
as well as Dr. Wayne Ludlow, dean of 
Student Affairs, and Mary Kay Mac-
Farlane of the Registrar's Office. 
Clarenville 
The Clarenville area chapter held an 
event to raise funds for their scholar-
ship fund. Entertainment was provid-
ed by the Mu Upsilon Nu Singers. 
Ray Rose (left) presents the 1991 Eaton Society 
certificate to Ern Condon. 
Labrador City 
Clyde Rose, president of Breakwater 
Books, was guest speaker in 
Labrador City on February 25. The 
event, held at the Legion in Wabush, 
was the culmination of two days of 
alumni activity in Labrador West. The 
day before, a meeting for parents was 
chaired by chapter president Barbara 
Martinovic. Then alumni executive 
member Ray Rose presented Ern 
Condon with a certificate of member-
ship in the Eaton Society, awarded 
for outstanding contribution to the 
university. This was followed by a 
tour and sampling of the marvelous 
Smokey Mountain Ski Resort. Thank 
you, Labrador West alumni. Next 
year, they are considering an alumni 
ski event. 
Calgary 
Calgary alumni at Maison's brewery 
on March 26. Left to right: Chapter 
executive, Gerald Sullivan, Kathie 
Manko, Geoff Martin, Roger and Mar-
lene Peattie and Dr. Ward Neale, dis-
play Maison's products after a tour of 
the brewery and a talk by Dr. Jack 
Clark, C-CORE, on cold ocean 
research in Newfoundland. 
Mu Upsilon Nu Singers, left to right: John Staple, Dennis Knight, Bob Jenkins, Peter Bailey, Keith 
Noble 
Edmonton 
A few of our Edmonton alumni relax after a Newfoundland scoff at the Univer-
sity of Alberta on March 27. 
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Toronto 
Alumni executive members were 
treated to an excellent dinner at the 
home of Paul Charles and his wife, 
Katharine Edmonds. Guests for the 
evening included Andrew Crichton of 
Co-operative Education and Kevin 
Smith of Alumni Affairs. The event 
was in lieu of the planned Toronto 
chapter annual dinner, which was 
cancelled. Specialty of the evening 
was Paul's new wine, Chateau Newf. 
An afternoon at the Blue Jays game 
is planned for June 13. • 
Left to right: Jim Butler, Kay Smith, Susan Hynes, Marina Dooley, Paul Russell, Paul Charles, 
Katharine Edmonds, Kathy Hodder, Andy Crichton, Cerri Woodford, Peter Schottle 
• 
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Guarantee yourself a competitive rate. NOW. 
A CIBC GIC is an investment which provides a high, guaranteed rate of return. 
You'll also find our GICs are recognized as one of the most secure vehicles for your 
hard-earned savings. A thousand dollars is all it takes to get started, and there is a 
wide range of terms from which to select. A CBC GIC is flexible too. You can 
ch~ose whether you wish to receive interest payments annually, semi-annually, or 
monthly .. - to suit your financial needs. Come in and ask us for details at: 
M.I. (Madelyn) Gruchy 
Account M anager 
CIBC Banking Centre 
Churchill Squa-re 
St. fohn's 
Telephone:576-8777 
eetusworhnafryaul 
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Barry H. Oates 
Account M anager 
• CIBC CUARANTEID INVESTMENT CER.nFICATES (CICs) .. isa1*l by <:me Mortpp Coiporatian 
and unconditianally guaranteed by Canadian Imperial Bank of CoauNrOL 
.. The minimum depolit for monthly intlrelt ~ymmtl fs SS,(D). 
Alumni ski enjoy vacation 
Big Mountain Marathon 
By Gloria Thistle 
T hanks to Ski-Can and the efforts of Alumni Affairs and Develop-
ment, nine of us from St. John's and 
one Halagonian whom we readily 
adopted, enjoyed a tremendous ski 
vacation in the Big Sky Country of 
Montana. Specifically, we were at "Big 
Mountain", vertical drop 2,200 ft., 
with 50 groomed runs and located in 
White Fish, a small western town 
with a population of approximately 
5,000. 
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Starting out on the morning of 
February 12, we enthusiastically 
anticipated an adventure comparable 
only to those which are described as 
living on the edge. We joked and told 
stories during the 13 hours' travel 
until our arrival at Cranbrook, B.C., 
where we boarded the waiting bus for 
a two-and-a-half-hour drive to White 
Fish. Our arrival at the customs 
depot is worthy of mention as the 
customs officer was about to refuse 
us entry into the U.S. because we 
didn't have passports. After a quick 
geography lesson informing the offi-
cer that we were Canadians from 
Newfoundland, Canada, and that 
Newfoundland is nowhere near Fin-
land, he apologized and sent us on 
our way. 
On the slopes, left to right: Dennis Barry, Barbara Barry, Wayne Thistle, Gloria Thistle, Jack 
Whalen, Mike Drebot, Jean Whalen, Eric Parsons, Jim Smythe, Janet Parsons and Steve Parsons. 
We were royally accommodated at 
the Grouse Mountain Ski Lodge with 
its majestic natural stone fireplaces, 
hot tubs, sauna, pool, and workout 
area. The local entertainment and 
cuisine were also most enjoyable. Big 
Mountain was super. The resort had 
almost everything imaginable: a gro-
cery store, hotels, clothing boutiques, 
restaurants, lounges and bars, ski 
rental and repair shop and, of course, 
a ski school. 
We skied mostly in groups of 
three or four and met at a predeter-
mined time at the restaurant on the 
summit where both the food and the 
view were fantastic. Other activities 
we enjoyed during the week were a 
wine-and-cheese welcome, hosted by 
staff of the lodge; a gondola ride to 
the summit for a pig roast; a horse-
and-sleigh ride to a tent heated by 
three wood stoves where we enjoyed a 
barbecue. 
With 22 offices province wide we 
are your first stop far business 
assistance and information. 
Call 1-BDD-563-9179 
Our seven-day vacation was a great 
success, full of fun, frolic and free-
dom. I'm sure I speak for all of us 
when I say there's nothing like a 
brisk ski down a steep hill to clear 
the cobwebs from the lungs, the mind 
and the soul. 
Did we have fun? As they say in Mon-
tana, "You bet ya!"+ 
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Memorial University Alumni: 
Whereabouts Unknown 
F inding a former classmate can be just like looking for the proverbial 
"needle in a haystack." But not any 
more. Soon an impressive directory of 
our alumni will be available to help 
you locate your old friends. 
The new Memorial University of 
Newfoundland Alumni Directory, 
scheduled for release in May /June 
1993, will be the most up-to-date and 
complete reference on more than 
25,000 Memorial University alumni 
ever compiled. This comprehensive 
volume will include current name, 
address and telephone number, aca-
demic data, plus business informa-
tion (if applicable), bound into a 
classic, library-quality edition. 
Your Alumni Association and the 
Office of Alumni Affairs and Develop-
ment has contracted the Bernard C. 
Harris Publishing Company, Inc., to 
produce our directory. Harris will 
soon begin researching and compiling 
information to be printed in the direc-
tory by mailing a questionnaire to all 
alumni. (If you prefer not to be listed, 
please inform the Alumni office in 
writing as soon as possible.) 
The new Memorial University 
Alumni Directory will soon make 
finding your fellow alumni as easy as 
opening a book. Look for more details 
in future issues.+ 
acey Financial Planning 
and Consulting 
SERVICES OFFERED: 
• RASP'S; Analysis & Placement 
Christopher H. W. Facey, B.A. 
Chartered Life Underwriter 
Chartered Financial Planner 
Chartered Financial Consultant 
754-2143/2132 (Office) 
579-~434 (Home) 
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• Retirement Planning & Management of RRSP's 
• Group; Pension; Group R.R.S.P. 
• Comparisons & Brokerage of RRIF's & Annuities 
• Charitable Giving using Annuities & Life Insurance 
• Insurance, Estate & Financial Planning 
• Home & Auto Insurance 
1992 Alumnus/ Alumna 
of the Year Award 
and 
Eaton Society Membership 
Call for nominations 
The Alumnus/ Alumna of the Year 
Award is the highest honor given by 
the Alumni Association of Memorial 
University and is awarded annually to 
a member of the Alumni Association 
who has made an outstanding contri-
bution to the association, the univer-
sity, the community at large, or a par-
ticular field of endeavor. The award 
will be presented at a special dinner 
held in honor of the recipient in 
November. 
The Eaton Society is an honor society 
created to recognize alumni who 
have made significant contributions 
to the community, the university, the 
Alumni Association and/or a particu-
lar field of endeavor, usually on a 
continuing basis. 
Any member or group of members of 
the Alumni Association may nomi-
nate a member for the 
Alunmus/Alumna of the Year Award 
and/or addmittance to the Eaton 
Society. 
Further information is available from 
the Office of Alumni Affairs and 
Development, telephone: (709)737-
4354, fax (709)737-2008. 
Nominations, together with a state-
ment of nominees' achievements 
should be sent by August 1, 1992, to: 
Awards Nominations 
Alumni Association 
Office of Alumni Affairs 
Memorial University 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
AlC 5S7 
Keeping in touch 
1960-69 
Eric Jerrett 
Eric K. Jerrett, Dip.Eng. '61 , received 
the Award of Merit, given in recogni-
tion of service to the profession and 
the community, from the Association 
of Professional Engineers of New-
foundland. Eric also is an executive 
member of the Conception Bay North 
alumni chapter. 
Wendy (Andrews) Bedingfield 
Wendy (Andrews) Bedingfield , 
B.Phys.Ed. '67, M.Sc. '70 (University of 
Oregon), PhD'73 (Indiana University), 
has been appointed to a six-year term 
as dean of the Faculty of Manage-
ment and Education at Acadia Uni-
versity, effective July 1. Her duties as 
dean include responsibility for aca-
demic programs and staff at the 
schools of Business Administration, 
Education, and Recreation and Physi-
cal Education. Prior to her appoint-
ment, she was professor and director 
of the School of Recreation and Phys-
ical Education at Acadia. In 1976, 
Wendy began a 10-year term at the 
University of Alberta, during which 
time she rose to the rank of associate 
professor. In 1986, she went to Aca-
dia as acting director of the universi-
ty's School of Recreation and Physical 
Education, becoming director in 
1988. 
Captain Terry Brockway 
Terry N. Brockway, BA'68 , joined 
the Canadian Navy under the Regular 
Officer Training Plan (ROTC). Follow-
ing graduation, he served in HMCS 
Assiniboine as navigating officer. In 
1972 he completed the combat con-
trol officers course and then served in 
HMC ships Yukon, St. Croix and 
Annapolis in operations and weapons 
capacities. In 1976 he was posted to 
the Fleet School Halifax where he 
instructed navigation. He then went 
to Norfolk, Virgina, where he served 
in communications with NATO and 
the United States Navy . Terry 
returned to Canada in 1981 to attend 
Staff College in Toronto, after which 
he was posted to the staff of the First 
Canadian Destroyer Squadron in Hal-
ifax. In 1984 he was posted to HMCS 
Ottawa as executive officer, sea train-
ing staff. In 1988, Captain Brockway 
COMMUNITY 
AND PROCESS: 
Studies in 
Newfoundland 
Folklore 
. ., 
Stud 1t::s 1n 
Nf'Wfounclland F oiklore: 
C~uud~t\ Atbncic 
~. 
tolklon.: ~ Folklifi: &rit:' 
-,~111..=:=========!J~ .. 
Folklore/Folklife Series 
ISBN 1-55081-035-9 
$24.95 paper 
This collection of essays 
is a remarkable record of 
the life and traditions of 
Newfoundlanders and a 
triumphant celebration 
of the richness and 
variety of the Newfound-
land heritage. . 
This is the 16th book in 
the Folklore/Folklife 
series published by 
Breakwater. 
BREAKWATER 
100 Water St. P.O. Box 2188 St. John's, NF 
Tel: (709) 722-6680 1-800-563-7323 
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was appointed commanding officer of 
HMCS Margaree, a Halifax-based 
destroyer. In 1989 he was posted to 
the Readiness Division on the staff of 
the maritime commander in Halifax. 
In August 1990 he was appointed 
deputy chief, staff operations, on the 
maritime commander's staff. Terry 
and his wife, Louise, live with their 
son and daughter in Dartmouth, 
Nova Scotia. 
A. John Noel, BA(Hons.)'68, MA'70 
(Carleton University), LLB'73 (Dal-
housie University), has been appoint-
ed Clerk of the House of Assembly 
(Deputy Minister) of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. Called to the New-
foundland Bar in 1974, he joined the 
Department of Justice of the Public 
Service of Newfoundland and 
Labrador in 1973, and he worked 
there as a solicitor until 1977. John 
then became legislative counsel from 
1977 -79 and senior legislative coun-
sel law clerk of the House of Assem-
bly from 1979-91. In his present 
position, he continues to perform the 
duties of law clerk of the House of 
Assembly. His affiliations include 
membership in the Association of 
Parliamentary Counsel in Canada, 
Associations of Clerks-At-The-Table 
in Canada and in Commonwealth 
Parliaments, and he is former local 
secretary of the Uniform Law Confer-
ence of Canada. John is married to 
Ruth Gillis Noel and they have a son, 
Elliott, and a daughter, Miriam. 
• 
Planning an 
alumni event? Fax us. 
Y ou can fax notices of reunions and other activi-
ties of interest to alumni right to 
the office of Alumni Affairs and 
Development. The fax number is 
(709)737-2008. 
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Captain Arthur Vey 
Arthur Vey, BA(Ed.)'69, joined the 
Canadian Armed Forces as a direct 
entry officer in 1972. On completion 
of occupation training in Esquimalt, 
B.C., in 1973, he was transferred to 
Halifax where he served in HMCS 
Annapolis until his selection for the 
combat control officers course in 
1977. He then served as combat offi-
cer in HMCS Nipigon until 1980. Sub-
sequent postings included staff officer 
duties at HMCS Cabot, St. John's, 
and at Maritime Forces Pacific Head-
quarters in Esquimalt before being 
appointed commanding officer of the 
patrol boat HMCS Chignecto in 1981. 
He was appointed executive officer of 
HMCS Mackenzie in 1983. After grad-
uating from the Royal Naval Staff Col-
lege in London, England, in 1986, 
Captain Vey joined the staff of the 
Deputy Chief of Defence Staff at 
National Defence Headquarters, 
Ottawa. He was promoted to com-
mander in July 1986 and then served 
for two years on the staff of the direc-
tor, Personnel Careers Officers. Art 
served as commanding officer of HMC 
ships Terra Nova and Annapolis 
before being appointed deputy chief 
of staff, sea training, at Maritime 
Forces Pacific Headquarters. He 
became chief of staff, Reserve Opera-
tions, July 11, 1991. Art lives with 
his wife, Shirley, and son, Andrew, in 
Bedford, Nova Scotia. 
1970-79 
Allan J. (Jim) Burke, BA'70, is 
teaching academic occupational 
courses at Keyin Technical College, 
Carbonear, Newfoundland, and 
chairs the Laubach Literacy Council, 
Trinity-Conception. 
Grace (Slykhuis) Li Xiu Woo, BA'70, 
LLB'90 (University of British 
Columbia), has been called to the 
British Columbia Bar and now is 
working with the Immigration and 
Refugee Board, Government of Cana-
da. 
Aubrey Smith 
Aubrey Smith, BA, B.Ed. '70, 
M.A.T. '86 (St. Francis Xavier Univer-
sity), has been elected to the town 
council of the newly amalgamated 
town of Grand Falls-Windsor. He 
organized the town's first Multicul-
tural Night, Dec. 6, 1991, an·d is 
interested in starting a central centre 
of multicultural organizations. Those 
interested may write him at 1 7 Park 
Street, Grand Falls-Windsor, New-
foundland, A2B 1C8. 
Rosemary Norris, BA,B.Ed.'72, has 
been appointed regional rnanager, 
Employer and Community Services, 
Employment and Immigration Cana-
da, Newfoundland Region. Rosemary 
formerly was manager, St. John's 
West Canada Employment Centre. In 
this position she obtained experience 
working with the Southern Shore/St. 
Mary's Bay Community Futures 
Committee and the Trepassey Indus-
trial Adjustment Service (IAS) Com-
mittee, formed to examine 
employment and training alternatives 
for fish-plant workers displaced by 
the closure of the Fishery Products 
International plant. 
Brian Donaldson, B.Phys.Ed. '73, has 
been teaching physical and outdoor 
education at Hamilton Junior High, 
Lethbridge, Alberta, for the past eight 
years. Brian was on the Memorial 
wrestling team and was a sports con-
sultant with the Newfoundland team 
that attended the Canada Winter 
Games in Lethbridge in 1975. 
Besides working with wrestlers at 
Hamilton Junior High, he coaches a 
wrestling team in Lethbridge and 
supports a first-year Bantam 
Wrestling Club which offers the sport 
to younger junior wrestlers through-
out the Lethbridge area. He is mar-
ried to Laurie Trojan of Lethbridge. 
Geoff Goodyear 
T.G. (Geoff) Goodyear, B.Comm.'73, 
has been appointed manager, Cana-
dian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
(CIBC), Churchill Square, St. John's, 
branch. Geoff began his banking 
career with CIBC at the Churchill 
Square branch and has held manage-
ment positions in Newfoundland and 
Nova Scotia. Most recently, he was 
manager of the Lewisporte branch. 
Elizabeth Marshall, B.Sc. '73, has 
been appointed as Newfoundland's 
auditor general. Prior to her appoint-
ment, she was deputy minister of 
works, services and transportation. 
She was deputy minister of social 
services from 1988 to 1991 and 
assistant deputy minister of the 
Department of Transportation from 
1985-88. She worked as an auditor 
for Thorne Riddell and Company in 
Bathurst, New Brunswick, and Hali-
fax, Nova Scotia, from 1974 to 1977, 
and is a member of the Chartered 
Accountants of Newfoundland. 
Carolyn Sturge Sparkes 
Carolyn Sturge Sparkes, B.Ed. '73, 
B.Mus. (Mount Allison University), 
M.Ed. '86, Dipl. Fine Arts (The Univer-
sity of Calgary), is the winner of the 
Tourism Industry Association of 
Canada's (TIAC) 1992 travel grant. 
She now is a student in McGill Uni-
versity's diploma in management 
(tourism) program. Representing 
McGill, she attended TIAC's 1992 
annual National Tourism Conference 
in Saskatoon in February to learn 
about Canada's competitive position 
and to discover what Canadian busi-
ness should be doing to market and 
develop tourism products that will 
bring more tourists to Canada. 
Robert Inkpen, B.Comm.'75, has 
been appointed assistant vice-presi-
dent and district manager, RoyNat 
Inc., St. John's District Office. Roy-
nat, a subsidiary of Montreal Trustco, 
is a private term lender specializing 
in financing small- and medium-sized 
business. Robert brings to his new 
position more than 13 years' experi-
ence in corporate financing in New-
foundland. 
Garry L. Noel, B.Sc.'75, has been 
employed with Transport Canada 
since 1978. He and his wife, Flora 
Mae Dixon of Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, 
are living in Moncton, New 
Brunswick. 
Correction 
Jn the last issue we stated that 
Edward (Ed) Smith, BA, B.Ed, '76, sits 
on the board of directors of George 
Brown College of Applied Arts and 
Technology as student representative. 
Ed, inf act, is student governor on the 
board of governors at George Brown. 
We apologize for the error. 
David Weber, M.Sc.'76, has been 
documenting flora underfoot in Pic-
tou County, Nova Scotia. With the 
help of his wife, Donna Rolands, 
David now has about 500 specimens 
of mosses, liverworts and vascular 
plants, representing hundreds of 
species. While he first began collect-
ing around 1970 while working on a 
biology degree in his native Ontario, 
his special interest is in mosses and 
liveiworts (a lichen-like plant), which 
he studied while obtaining his mas-
ter's degree at Memorial. To make 
some indentifications for his collec-
tion, David needs a dissecting micro-
scope costing several thousand 
dollars. Until he has the proper 
equipment, he says some of the work 
will have to wait. There are more than 
300 species of mosses and 130 of liv-
eiworts in Nova Scotia. Such a dried 
plant collection is considered to be an 
important teaching tool and con-
tributes to the natural history of an 
area. 
Carl Eustace, B.Sc. '77, B.Ed. '78, 
D.C.'85, and Dianne (Kelly) Eustace, 
BA'77, had a son, Jeremy Carl 
Joseph, born January 22. They were 
married in 1982 and also have a 
daughter, Jade, 5. Since 1985 Carl 
has been a practising chiropractor in 
St. John's and Dianne is working as 
office manager. Dr. Eustace is also 
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se:rving as vice-president of the New-
foundland and Labrador Chiropractic 
Association and is actively working to 
have the profession's legislative act 
passed in the House of Assembly. 
Marcel J. Reux, B.Sc.'77, B.Sc.'80 
(University of Toronto), DC CMCC'86, 
after graduating from Memorial, 
entered the University of Toronto Fac-
ulty of Rehabilitation Medicine and 
graduated in physiotherapy in 1980. 
He worked as a hospital staff physio-
therapist until September 1982 when 
he entered the Canadian Memorial 
Chiropractic School graduating with 
a doctor of chiropractic degree in 
1986. In the fall of 1986 he opened a 
chiropractic clinic in Toronto, where 
he now practises. 
Lloyd C. Foote, B.Eng.'78, moved 
with his family in August 1991 to 
Jubail, Saudi Arabia, where he is 
working as planning engineer with 
the world's largest desalination plant. 
Robert A. McKim, B.Eng.'78, M.Sc. 
(University of Waterloo), PhD'90 
(Waterloo), has been appointed assis-
tant professor, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Waterloo. 
He worked with the provincial 
Department of Transportation and 
Esso Resources before beginning 
graduate studies at the University of 
Waterloo. Rob was assistant profes-
sor at the University of New 
Brunswick from 1987 to 1991. He 
recently completed four months of a 
postdoctoral fellowship at Memorial. 
Maxine (Bernard) Edwards, 
BA(Ed.)'79, was a permanent prima-
ry I elementary teacher with the Port 
aux Basques Integrated School Board 
for the first six years after graduation 
and then was a substitute teacher for 
the board for two years. She now is a 
temporary social worker with the Port 
aux Basques district office of the 
provincial Department of Social Ser-
vices, where she has been employed 
for the last three years. Maxine mar-
ried Gerald Edwards of Harbour le 
Cou, Newfoundland, on July 26, 
1986. 
.. 
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Paul Snow, B.Sc. '79 , MBA'89, has 
been appointed to the position of 
manager, Investment Opp~rtunities 
Project , St. John's Board of Trade. 
Prior to his appointment, he was 
manager and vice-president of Key-
sult Research and Resource Inc., a 
market research and business plan-
ning firm. From 1983-86 he worked 
as an applied drilling engineer in the 
offshore oil industry off Newfound-
land and Nova Scotia and the Texas 
and Louisiana coasts. From 1979-83 
he was a project geologist in the min-
ing and exploration industry. The 
Investment Opportunities Project, 
funded through the Atlantic Canada 
Opportunities Agency (ACOA) and tpe 
Economic Recovery Commission 
(ERC) , matches specific business 
opportunities in the province with 
private investors throughout the 
world. 
Paul Snow 
Can alumni help 
Memorial? 
A lumni can play an impor-tant role in Memorial's 
development both by interpreting 
the university to the community 
and by contributing financially. 
1980-89 
Barry Oates 
Barry H. Oates, B.Sc.'81, has been 
appointed account manager, personal 
banking services, Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce (CIBC), Churchill 
Square, St. John's, branch .. In his 
new position Barry is responsible for 
the promotion and professional deliv-
ery of a range of deposit and credit 
services including mutual funds 
sales. 
Carol A. O'Reilly, BA'81 , has t>een 
appointed director, linguistic ser-
vices, Marine Atlantic. In her new 
position, she is responsible for 
Marine Atlantic's capabilities in serv-
ing the public in both of Canada's 
official languages. Her duties include 
supervision of translation services 
and language training. Prior to her 
appointment, Carol worked for 12 
years in the federal public service, 
where she gained a background in 
the establishment and operation of 
official language programs. 
Elizabeth A. (Alex) Kay, M.Sc. '82, 
received a doctorate in 1985 from 
Imperial College, London, England, 
and has since been working as a 
geologist with BP Exploration in the 
United Kingdom and the United 
States. Alex and her husband , 
Simon, have a son, Sebastian, born 
June 16, 1991 . 
David Penney, B.Sc.' 82, Med. '90 
(University of New Brunsick), and 
Sharon (Jesso) Penney, BSW'81/ 
Ext.'87, Med.'87 (University of New 
Brunswick), are living in Edmonton, 
Alberta, with their three children, 
Heather Julia, and Mark. David now 
is studying towards a PhD in educa-
tional psychology, and Sharon will 
begin studies towards a PhD in 
school psychology in September. 
Peter L. Rose, B.Comm.'82, has 
been appointed director, finance and 
administration, Cabot Institute of 
Applied Arts and Technology. In this 
position, his responsibilities include 
the administration and operation of 
the departments of Financial Ser-
vices, Human Resources, Physical 
Operations, Food Services and the 
Cabot Children's Centre. Prior to his 
appointment, Peter was chief finan-
cial officer and secretary-treasurer, 
Harvey and Company, St. John's, for 
five years. From 1982-87, he worked 
in the Department of the Auditor 
General for the provincial govern-
ment. In 1986, he attained the desig-
nation of Chartered Accountant. 
David Snow 
David Snow, B.Sc.(Hons.)'82, 
B.Ed.'89, has worked in various posi-
tions as a biologist, writer, researcher 
and educator. His nature tour com-
pany, Wildland Tours, formed in 
1984, has expanded to include New-
foundland's first nature art gallery, 
Wild Things, at 124 Water Street, St. 
John's, and a conference organizing 
service, Event Planning Associates. 
David's efforts at promoting nature 
tourism in Newfoundland and in the 
general field of environmental educa-
tion resulted in his being the 10th 
Canadian and first Newfoundlander 
to receive the Governor General's 
Award for Conservation. 
The Reverend P. Lynn Braye, BA'84, 
is working as honorary assistant with 
the Anglican Diocese of Toronto. 
Jim Foley, BA'84, B.Ed.'86, 
B.Sp.Ed. '91, is special education 
teacher at Roncalli Central High, Port 
Saunders, Newfoundland. He is mar-
ried to Brenda Brennan of 
Stephenville. 
Jane (Murphy) Skiffington, 
B.Comm.'85, is the Newfoundland 
recipient of the 1991 Federal Busi-
ness Development Bank (FBDB) 
Young Entrepreneur Award. The 
award is given to outstanding 
entrepreneurs across Canada in 
recognition of their talents for innova-
tion, business success and communi-
ty involvement. Jane is proprietor 
and manager of Knit and Stitch at 
Coaker's Meadow (opened in 1987) 
and Better Homes and Bargains at 
So bey's Square ( 1991), both in St. 
John's. The shops carry sewing, 
crafts and home decorating supplies 
and Jane also has begun to wholesale 
an exclusive line of imported fabrics 
through other outlets in the province. 
She is also a charter member of the 
Canadian Progress Club which raises 
money for charity. She and her hus-
band, businessman Keith Skiffington, 
have a son, Teddy, 2, and daughter, 
Halley, born March 2. 
Tim Butler, BA'86, is manager, 
employee relations, Northern Trans-
portation Ltd., Northwest Territories. 
He and his wife, 
Lynn (O'Reilly), BA.Ed. '84, B.Sp.Ed. 
'87, are living at Hay River, N.W.T., 
and have a son, Sean Robert Henry, 
born September 25, 1990. 
• 
Susan Hynes in Paris 
Susan Hynes, BA'87, reports she's 
back from a European trip, visiting 
33 cities in 16 countries, all in 10 
weeks. The countries, France~ Spain, 
Italy Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, 
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Holland, 
Belgium, Luxemburg and England, 
provided her with a chance to use her 
French and German, which she says 
enabled her to overcome language 
problems. She adds she is learning 
Swedish and says Sweden is very 
much like Newfoundland-beautiful! 
She now is working for a tax consul-
tants firm, The Viceroy Group, Toron-
to. 
Stephen Parrott, B.Comm.'87, was 
married June 22, 1991, in Trenton, 
Ontario. He now is in a new position 
as a systems project manager with 
Cardinal Health, a pharmaceutical 
distribution company in Buffalo, New 
York, that operates in 12 states. 
Kelly Power, BN'86, has returned to 
Newfoundland from Ontario and now 
is the public health nurse in St. 
Mary's, St. Mary's Bay, Newfound-
land. 
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Donald Gerard Fitzpatrick, 
B.Sc. (Hons.)'88., B.Ed. '91, now is a 
medical student at Memorial. 
John P. Hewlin, B.Eng.'87, has 
accepted a S/W design position with 
Edwards (General Signal) of Owen 
Sound, Ontario. He and his wife, Dr. 
Ruth Hitchcock of Toronto, are living 
in Collingwood, Ontario. 
Peter Hynes, B.Phys:Ed.~ B.Ed.'87, 
is working as a fitness consultant 
with Petro-Canada's Club 32 in Cal-
gary, Alberta. 
Georgina Carolyn Drover, 
B.Comm.(Hons.)'88, articled with 
Doane Raymond, St. John's, and 
received a chartered accountant's 
designation in December 1991. 
Robert Smith, B.Sc.(Hons.)'88, a 
fourth-year student in geological 
engineering at the University of New 
Brunswick, has been awarded an 
AMOCO Canada undergraduate 
scholarship in geological engineering 
valued at $1,500. AMOCO awards 
scholarships at several universities 
across the country to encourage stu-
dents to study geophysics and con-
sider careers in oil exploration. 
Christine D. Boone, B.Comm.'89, 
received a chartered accountant's 
June4 
June6 
June 11 
June 13 
June 23 
June 24-26 
October 23 
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designation in December 1991 and 
now is working as internal auditor 
with Newfoundland and Labrador 
Hydro, St. John's. 
Anne Margaret Duffett, B.Comm. 
(Hons.)'89, articled with Doane Ray-
mond, St. John's, and received a 
chartered accountant's designation in 
December 1991. 
Roy F. White, B.Ed.'89, B.Sc. 
(Hons.)'90, has been teaching in 
Hong Kong for the last two years. 
• 
1990-91 
Sandra I. Hannaford, BA(Hons.)'90, 
MA'91 (University of Toronto), now is 
pursuing studies towards a PhD in 
English at Memorial. 
Denise P. Perry, B.Ed.'90, Dip. 
Teaching the Visually Impaired '91 
(University of British Columbia), now 
is co-ordinator (visually impaired) 
with the Caribou School Board, 
Williams Lake, British Columbia. 
Dennis Sheppard, B.Sc. '90, has 
spent the last year completing a 
course in geographic information sys-
tems at the Nova Scotia College of 
Geographic Sciences in Lawrence-
town, N.S. 
Calendar of Events 
Elizabeth Ann Spencer, BN'90, RN, 
is living and working in Nepean, 
Ontario. 
Brad Burness, BA(Hons.)'91, is a 
windsurfing instructor with Club Med 
at Punta Cara in the Dominican 
Republic. 
Bruce Elliott, B.Ed. '91, BA (Universi-
ty of Western Ontario), is a Toronto 
Argonaut linebacker. When he isn't 
playing football, Bruce is teaching 
consumer education and business 
classes at C.W. Jeffreys Collegiate 
Institute in North York, Ontario . 
Derrick C. Hann, BA,B.Ed. '91, is 
now teaching English as a second 
language in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
· James Mason, MBA'91, is working at 
the Business Development Centre, 
Clarenville, Newfoundland. 
Donald Wilfred Spencer, BA,B.Ed. 
'91 is living and working in Ottawa, 
Ontario. 
Andrea Mary Whiffen, B.Sc.(Phar-
macy)'91, now is working as a phar-
macist with Shoppers Drugs, Fort 
Erie, Ontario. + 
Charlottetown Alumni Reception 
P.E.I. Guest: Dr. Jaap Tuinman 
Ottawa Ottawa/Newfoundland/Weekend 
The National Library 
London Reception at Ross Batson's home 
Toronto Alumni at Blue Jays game 
Twin Rivers 
Golf Course 
Terra Nova 
National Park Alumni Golf Tournament 
Alumni Weekend 
'92 St. John's campus 
Ottawa Atlantic Canadian Universities 
Cultural Weekend 
ALUMNI WEEKEND, July 24-26, 1992 
... . . . . · ·····~·please clip· ••••••••.••..•••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
___ I/we plan to take part in campus tours 
___ I/we would like help organize reunion of 
___________ (class or other group) 
I/WE plan to be part of the excitement of ALUMNI WEEKEND '92 
Name 
Street Address ________________________ _ 
City 
Postal Code 
Province 
Telephone (H) 
(B) 
Yea~s) of Graduation Degree(s) _________________ _ 
Name of Spouse/Guest ---------------------~ 
Please register me/us for the following: 
___ Friday opening reception 
___ Saturday luncheon 
___ Gala dinner and dance 
___ President's brunch 
___ Closing brunch 
___ Residence accommodation 
@ $8 per person 
@ $10 " " 
@ $30 " " 
@ $12 " " 
@ $12 " " 
single @ $27 per night 
double @ $43 '' '' 
Total enclosed 
$ __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$. __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$. __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$. __ _ 
Please make cheque payable to Memorial University of Newfoundland or 
__ VISA MasterCard 
card # _____ _ exp. date ___ _ 
Signature 
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An invitation 
Calling all members of Memorial Univer-
sity College and Memorial University 
graduating classes of '32, '42, '52. '62, 
'67, '72, '82, and other interest groups 
such as faculty/school grad classes, Ex-
Servicemen 's Club, Rothermere House, 
Curtis House, etc . 
You can make next year's reunion festivi-
ties something to remember by attending 
your own reunion get-together Friday night. 
Friday, July 24, 1992 
Opening reception for all Reunion 
Weekend '92 participants 
Place: The Breezeway 
Time: 6:30 - 8:30 p.m . 
Afterwards: reserved for special class re-
union groups get-together 
Saturday, July 25, 1992 
Campus tours including NRC wave tank 
and Ocean Sciences Centre, Logy Bay 
Time: 10 a.m. to noon 
Luncheon 
Place: Junior Common Room 
Time: 12:30 - 2 p.m . 
Reception, dinner and dance 
Guest speaker: TBA 
Place: R. Gushue Hall 
Time: 6:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Sunday, July 26, 1992 
President's brunch 
President and Mrs. Arthur May host grads 
from '32 and '42 
Place: Senior Common Room 
Time: 11 a.m. 
Farewell Brunch 
Place: Junior Common Room 
Time: noon 
/ 
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